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WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1993
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MURRAY KY 42071

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:

SCHOOL BOARD

Ledger 8t Times

VOLUME 114 NO. 150

SERVING MURRAY a CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

Can It Last?-.
Economic summit opens on u beat note

.1 he Calloway County School
TOKYO (AP) — Energizing gates of the white-marble palace.
Board will meet in regular sesthe
economic summit's normally
The rain-soaked gravel drive was
July
sion at 7 p.m.. Thursday.
staid and ritualistic opening day. flanked by the flags of the sumat the Board of Education
the world's richest democracies
mit nations, green bonsai trees
Office.
unveilecta
long-sought
and
carved lanterns.
agreement
CITY COUNCIL
on
trade
today.
"We
-have
Despite
the trade breakthrough
recapwill
Council
*The Murray City
rured the momentum," President and the opening-day pomp, leadmeet in regular session at 7:30
ers acknowledged 'economic
p.m., Thursday. July 8, in the. - Clinton declared.
Designed
to
uneasiness at home and tensions
prod
stalled
world
Hatl.
council chambers of City
trade negotiations, the pact was
among themselves.
reached a mere hour before the
"This will certainly not be a
INSIDE
19th annual economic summit
summit of quick fixes," said Dieopened with a reception at the
ter Vogel, a spokesman for Ger•MAD1SONVILLE, Ky.
Akasaka palace in the heart of
many's Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
(AP) — A cigarette ignited
Tokyo. Details of the deal were
"It will be a summit of sober
methane gas venting from a
sketchy.
reflection and it will be rather
crude oil'..tank, killing four
Under clbudy skies, the leadhard to find common ground for
teen-agers who were sittirvg
ers trirrotrsine* rotted-through-th-c---•-a11-01—oilt "deeris'itins.—
the tank and seriously injuring
five others nearby. investigators revealed on Tuesday.
Page 2A
*TOKYO (AP) — Eschewing Christophe and his S200
Hollywood cut, Hillary Rodham Clinton invited a
Washington stylist to the economic summit to coif her
high-profile hair at a low-brow
rate: S17, a spokesman said,
"every time he touches her
hair." Page 18
er purchasing the station.
-By AMY WILSON
*FRANKFORT, Ind. (AP)
"When that rule change
Murray Ledgor & Tim*. Staff Writ**.
— Shaquillc O'Neal led a celoccurred, I approached the people
When AM radio listeners begin involved and worked out a deal
luloid "Dream Team" into this
tuning their radios, they might where we could purchase it with
tiny, overstuffed town Tuesnotice something a little strange the intent to get it back on the
day. where thousands
about 1340 AM.
squeezed in to sec Hollywood
air," Parker said.
WNBS went back on the air
meet the hardwood. Page 213
When the station resumed
June 21 with programming after
.ST. LOUIS (AP),— Gregg
programming, Gene Prcsson was
being off the air for a total of 562
Jefferies is having a ball with
among the announcers. Back in
days, beginning Dec. 6, 1991. 1948, as a college student, Pressthe St. Louis Cardinals, a far
Now, the station has a new forcry from the days of being far
on was one of the first
mat that is geared for a broad programmers.
out of the chase- with the New
audience.
York Mcts and later the Kan"We decided to keep the call
"We arc not ri,tw in one sense letters because ot nistorical signiQs- City Royals. P2ge 2P
because the station actually went ficance," Parker said. "We have
on the air in July of 1948," said local news at the same time as.it
FORECAST
owner/general manager Sam
was previously, which we kept
Parker. .
because that's what the -listeners
Tonight, partly cloudy and mugThe unique facet of the prog- were used to."
- gy. Low around'75_ South wind
ramming is' that it plays Southern)
The station. will gbrOn air for
around 5 mph. Thursday, Mostly
gospel music; which Parker calls 24 hours a day beginning in mid. sunny, hot and humid with the
"one of the hottest new formats July. Parker said. The official ribhigh 90 to 95.
around."
bon cutting July 14 will probably'
The transmitting gear and tow- mark that change.
er are located on old 641 North,
"We eventually will be adding
LAKE LEVELS
while the studio is located at some additional programming,
1500 Diuguid Dr:, along with
but we essentially will remain
WSJP (1130 AM) and WBLN
KENTUCKY — 84'
heavily ,eared_to music," Parker
(103.7 FM).
358.9, -0.2; below 308.4, +1.1
said.
Th station was owned by Troy
BARKLEY — 84'
The station plays a variety of
Cory, who purchased it May 27, gospel music, from contemporary
358.9, -0.2; below 309.3, +0.8
1991, but Cory was stripped of to country gospel.
ownership after failing to make
"The response from the comINDEX
payments to former owner Chuck
munity has been extremely
Shuffett Under the purchase
good," Parker said. "It has
Two Sections — 20 Pages
agreement.
our expectations and
exceeded
58, 6B
Classifieds
Joe Pat James was named
of calls.,has increasednumber
the
7B
Comics
receiver of ownership of the
have discovered
people
daily
as
7B
Crosswords
station.
air.
on
the
we
are
7B
Dear Abby
When the Federal Communica"We have a special format in
7A
Horoscope
tions Commission (FCC) changed
that
we are the only commercial
8A, 9A
Murray Today
a rule in August of 1992 allowing
gospel
music station in western
11A
Obituaries
ownership of more than one AM
Kentucky." he said. "We will be
4A
Perspective
or FM station in a community, it
the first, but we won't be the
2B, 3B
Sports
became possible for Jackson
Purchase Broadcasting to consid- It TURN TO PAGE 2A

Summit pipers — the United
States. Brit:lir France, Germany,
Canada, Italy and Japan — arc
battling stagnant economies and
have found themselves hamstrung
by crises like the war in Bosnia.
"It was a good mood," Clinton declared at the c.pnclusion of
the summit's opening session.
"We had over three hours all
alone in which we just talked
'about several things. It was very
valuable."
Today's talks- focused on the
strife'in tawformer Yugoslavia as
well as other political issues such
as the spread of naeleg wsapons.

WNBS

Gospel format
hits local airwaves

MISS YOUR PAPER?
.Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between,
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m!' Saturday.
• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds deArtment.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.
OFFICE

INFO

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office limn
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; am. noon Saturday

AFTERNOON — SO CENTS

Dreamers scurry to buy
chance at record Jackpot

Iraq's belligerence and international terrorism.
Also on the agenda were ways
to help the struggling government
of Russian President Boris Yeltsin, who formally addresses the
leaders on Friday...;
. Secretary of State. Warren
Christopher told reporters the
summit's political communique,
to be issued Thursday, "will be.
one of substance
significance."
Japan's Prime Minister Kiiehi
Isliyaza'wa looked every inch the
genial host, chatted with each of
the arriving leaders before .usher-

ing them into the palace's Hall ot
Flowers and Birds, With its round
cherrywood table' and glittering
chandeliers. • •
Miyazawa lost a parliamentary
vote of .confidence three weeks
ago that' brought down .his government. Ile is expected to lose
his job after A Jul) 18 election.
While Miyazawa marked the
end of his time on the world
stage, others were making their
summit debut — Clinton, Canada's Prime Minister Kim Campbell and Italy's Premier Carlo
Ciampi.
• TURN TO PAGE 2A

THE WALLS COME TUMBLIN'DOWN
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Walls are tumbling i,,downtown Murray this week as demolitionists continue to tear
down buildings on the corner teFifth and Main Streets before the new Peoples Bank building
goes into the
construction phase. Frank Doran, executive vice president of l'eoples Bank, who is heading
the
project, said demolition is on schedule. Actual, construction on the new building is expected to
begin
in approximately four weeks.

State salaries leave Jones behind
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — By
tradition, if not constitutional
mandate, the .governor has been
the highest'isaid public official in
Kentucky. Not anymore. Not
even close.
The eight university presidents
all make more than the $81,647
Gov. Brereton Jones will receive
in salary this year. A number of
presidents, directors and commissioners of various government
entities all make more than six
figures. Even a member of Jones'
cabinet makes more than the
governor.
And the other measuring stick
in state government salaries
the $70,000 paid to cabinet secretaries — has also become almost
passe. There are 30. people at
Eastern Kentucky University
alone who make more than that.
Eleven people in the Department
of Education make more than
.$70,000, not even including
Commissioner Thomas Boyscn.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Despite floods, long lines and ads
warning players not to get carried away, the ticket-buying frenzy
churned on in 14 states as tonight's Powerball lottery jackpot
reached $100 million.
"It's the most interest Pie seen." said Sonny Cox, owner and
manager of Tom's Supermarket in Chesapeake. W.Va. "Everybody's looking for the rainbow — for the pot of gold,"
In Delaware, retailers churned out more than 1,400 tickets a
minute in one hour Tuesday, setting a state record for sales per
minute.
Along the flooded Mississippi River, some players hoped for a
big win to offset losses caused by high water.
"They say 'I'm flooded and it would help me if I could win,"
said Terry Eickhoff, a cashier at Eagle Food Center in Davenport,
Iowa.
This despite odds of some 55 million-to-1 to win the grand prize
of $5 million a year for 20 years.
The rush of strike-it-rich dreamers had lottery officials in some
WEST ALTON, Mo. (AP) —
Mites worried. Iowa. Idaho, Indiana and Minnesota took out TV
Weary sandbaggers gave up
and newspaper ads cautioning players to stay within their budgets.
fighting the Mississippi River as
"It's fun to dream about winning $100 million, but not at the
it surged two miles over its banks
expense of using money that should be for life's more important
and reached this inland communineteuities." the Indiana Hoosier Lottery said in its ads.
ty, prompting evacuation of the
But Steve Gates, 35. a Da'Moines insurance salesman who
town's 500 residents.
bought five $I tickets Tuesday, said he doubted the warning ads
The deadly flooding, which has
would have much impact. "If people are going to play, they're
,spread to other rivers in the regPing to play 00 matter what," he said. ion, has been blamed for 14
one or the few loueries to cross site lines — is
Powerball
deaths throughout the Midwest
played in Iowa, Delaware, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Min- , and billions of dollars in damage.
nesota, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
In Minnesota alone, the goverWest' Virginia, Wisconsin and Washington, D.C. Together, the
nor egtimated damage at $1 bilsmallish states can muster jackpots to rival those of California or
lion or more. More than half the
and corn crops in pans
soybean
II TURN TO PAGE 2k

The eight university presidents all make
more than the $81,647 Governor Jones
will receive in salary this year.
There have been occasional
studies about how state government salaries compare to the private sector, but they have usually
dealt with the middle ground, the
clerks and managers.
Kentucky's system seems
skewed, said Jeff Herdelin, an
executive search consultant with
J.C. Malone Associates in
Louisville.
"In industry, you're going to
have the top guy making the top
amount," Herdelin said.
The chief executive of a company comparable in size to state
government, which spends nearly
$5 billion a year in state tax
money alone, might consider

Jones' salary little more than a
monthly installment.
"You're looking at what guys
at the top are making, a milliondollar range," Herdelin said.
Humana Chairman David Jones
made $1.3 million in salary and
bonuses in 1992. Louisville Gas
& Electric Co. Chairman Roger
W. Hale made S543.(0- -Tom
president of Churchill
Downs, made $323,657 last year.
- Herdelin said division executives for large corporations =
perhaps comparable to cabinet
secretaries — would have salaries
in the range of S125,(X)0 and up.
II TURN TO PAGE 2A

Town Evacuated

Mississippi surges two miles over banks
of the state may be lost. Business
and crop loss in Iowa is estimated
at SI billion.
About 350 people evacuated
from their homes in Iowa were in
shelters overnight. Most were in
southeast Iowa, Red Cross officials said.
About 100 Eddyville residents
in southeast Iowa agreed to evacuate while about the same number in nearby Ottumwa were
ordered to leave their homes on
the city's west side as the Des
Moines River rose to 20.6 feet.
Flood stage is 10 feet and the

4•••

levee system in Ottumwa protects
up to 25 feet.
"There are about 300 homes
that could be affected if the levee
were to overtop or fail in Eddyville," said Keith Haas of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
In West Alton, 150 volunteers
gave up the fight against the rain
swollen river Tuesday after more
than two days of stacking sand-.
bags when the National Weather
Service decided the river would
II TURN TO PAGE 2A
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Hurricane pounds Pacific coast of Mexico

-4

•

Al 8 a.m. EDT today. Calvin's'
center was about 80 miles southeast of Manzanillo, and the storm
was heading toward that city at
about 12 mph, according to the
National Hurricane Center at
Coral Gables. Fla.
The center said the hurricane
was expected to follow- a northwest course about 40 Miles off
shore through tonight, but a
"slight.wObble" could bring it to
shore. jt said the storm had
strengthened slightly in recent
hours and could generate even
higher winds in the next 24

ACAPULCO, MCIRCO (AP) —
Dangerous winds and pounding
seas closed seaports and airporu
as Hurricane Calvin crept northward today along Mexico's Pacific coast. Storm-related accidents
killed 28 people and 14,000 were
forced from their homes by
floods, the government news
agency said.
-.Civil defense officials said
„three of the dead drowned off this.
famed resort as- heayy rain- and
minds up to 110 mph lashed
many of Mexico's most famous
beach retreats.

•

;

hours. An additional 10 inches or damaged by the storm.
more of rain was forecast for
News media reported that the
some coastal areas.
navy planned to tow the ship
The storm was nearing Lazar° Betula 60 miles offshore, neutralCardenas and the Playa Azul ize the acid and sink it — a proresort area, where a Norwegian ject that could take two weeks.
tanker carrying 4.000 tons Of corrosive sulfuric acid has been
Motorists in this resort city
beached for days. The navy said
crept through flooded streets in
there was no immediate danger of
heavy rain as the wont of the
leakage.
storm passed by at midday.
. Rafael Zarco Rangel, director
Water was waist-deep in some
of Delfin y Cia, the shipping - places.agency representing the tanker
As a safety., precaution. hunBetula, said Tuesday that it was
dreds of tourists were moved to
unlikely the ship could be
high ground.

•Economic.

•
•

FROM PAGE 1A
The United States and the
other countries hailed the trade
agreement as a breakthrough that •
would - allow them to return to
Geneva next week and resume
bargaining in a final effort to get

an international trade agreement
by Dec. 15.
"This represents the largest
tariff cut in history," said U.S.
Trade Representative Mickey

Noting pjedges at past G-7
gatherings' to move ahead with
the ternational accord, Treasury
cretary Lloyd Bentsen said:
"What distinguishes this summit
is that we've moved beyond the
,
promise to the payoff."
But it remained to be seen
whether developing countries that
iota 2c
A DA1 SAT I SA k444:0;i:e"
are
also part of the 114-nation
14 500 laftLki
negotiations would be as pleased.
One possible sticking point:
U.S. refusal to fully commit to a
Pick 3
50
percent reduction in tariffs
4-0-7
that
protect U.S. textiles.
Cash 5
Clinton said he was "more
3-14-26-27-34
determined than ever" to press
The Pick
ahead
with completion of the
2-4-8-16-20-24-27-54
trade talks, being held in Geneva
under the 'auspices of the General
Agreement_on_Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), by year's end.
The president was more stern
on 'a separate trade issue -America's annual S50 billion
trade deficit with. japan:

Pici9IY,INV991Y

What's the best kept
secret in Murray?
Bud's Mini-burgers
If you like Krystal & White Castle, you're

going to love Bud's mini-burgers.
Limited Time Special!
r

mu.

3 Mini-butgers or
Cheeseburgers

C

$1.19

With Coupon
(Limit 301

Bud's Place

We deliver to area businesses
with a'10 or mO're order.

753-3195

uts Place

FROM PAGE 1A
Public-salaries in Kentucky ore
set by a confusing and sometimes
contradictory array or legislative
enactment, court decree and
mathematical formula.
Section 246 of the Constitution
prohibits any state officer, except
the governor, from making more
than S12,000 per year. That was a
1949 amendment, later interpreted by the courts to mean
$12,000 as increased by the consumer price index every year.
Thus, the .S1Z,000 in 1949
became $71,462 in 1993.
--A-ritirtibtrtirdevieerhaYrbEeit
created to get around that cap.
Boysen gets his salary of
S135,000 in part from a corporation created just for that purpose.
Economic Development Secretary Gene Strong made $70,000 as
acting secretary. But when he
was hired for the job full-time by
the Economic Development Corp.
board, his salary went to
S112,500.

basketball games, while WSJP. FROM PAGE 1A
will broadcast Murray High crest 2 feet, higher than first
games.
thought.
West Alton is two miles south
"WNBS allows us to have . of the Mississippi and eight miles
some flexibility in program- north of the Missouri River.
ming." Parker said. "We are real"It's going to wipe the whole
ly excited about it andit is a nos- town out," said Paul Luster, who
talgic feeling for us.' rived some of his furniture out
- "I got my -first -radio job at of his house Sunday and the rest
WNBS in 1961. To be able _to of his belongs to the second
come back in 32 years and- buy it floor. "What they're predicting,
bring% back InelnOlieS," he said.
it's not going to be safe."
That's getting to be the case all
over the Midwest. At St. Louis,
the Mississippi was at 38.1 feet,
8.1 feet over flood stage and
rate container of balls also num- 'within range of the record 43.3
FROM PAGE 1A
bered through 45. Thedrawing feet reached during what has
come to be known as the Great
is set;_for 10:59 p.m. EDT.
Florida.
If:_no one picks -the _winning Flood .of 1973. '
Players Pick fin "white
,
Weeks -.or heavy rain have
numbers
tonight, the pot could
numbers between 1 and 45, then
a single red "powerball" num- grow to S120 million by Satur- pushed the upper Mississippi and
its tributaries far out of their norber, which is drawn from a scpa- day's • drawing.
mal- thann-els, replacing livestock
and crops with fish and silt and
flooding hundreds -of homes.
The water isn't likely to recede
soon. Rain keeps falling upstream
and the Mississippi hit record
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
levels Tuesday at some Iowa

II Dreamers...

B•11•111-6•0
Every Friday at 7 p.m.
s1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!

-Murray
Ledger & Times

Games - $100 Each
• $500 Jackpot — (50) Number Call
• 14

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

444?
1
Numbers or Less Pays $1000!
(Consolation Prize - 10'./
"H - Jackpot. minimum $100)
3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75% and

• Letter "H" —
•

At the Kentucky Lottery Corp..
pay ranges from 312.2,632 for
PrYsident" Min Potter down to
872.197 for comptroller Steve
•
Sage.
Sen. Fred Bradley, p Frankfort. said he was surprised
to learn of the wide disparity in
government pay scales.
"The governor's office should
be at the top of thy line," Bradley said.
But he also acknowledged that
salary needs have changed over
the years as state government creates new jobs that often compete
with the private sector.
TTr can see INE praTern now
and the structuring of- salaries,"
Bradley said. "1 don't see how to
change it now."
Sen. Mike Moloney, DLexington, said he is not disturbed by the trend and would
only wonder - if the salaries for
elected officials is high enough.
"As long as there's no dearth
of candidates, 1 don't'know why
we need to worry about it," said
Moloney, the chairman. of the
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.

I Mississippi...

One Number and $100 :Added to jackpot each week

Located *nside newly remodeled PET.TRO on Hwy. 641 N

III State...

FROM PAGE 1A
last!"
Parker said the popularity of
the music will cause other stations to switch to the format.
"The...sale of gospel mpic has
ir soared, which is one of tii-46 keys
in selecting a format," Parker
said. "The base of gospel is
broadening out and is net -as
traditional."
The station will broadcast Calloway-County football and

Phone In

_a

Because of inaccurate information from the Calloway County SherM s
D•partmant, a report Tuesday on Jason Wynn, 21, Murray, was incorrect
Wynn, who is charged on a warrant with harassing communcatpans, was not
lodged in the Calloway County Jail without bond Wynn was served a war
rant and appeared in district court where he was released. Charges are st..:
pending.

"Our economic relationship is • After today's arrival ceremonot in balance," Clinton told stu- nies, the summit followed the
dents at Waseda University in traditional script — with the
downtown Tokyo. "It is clear leaders re-emerging briefly to
that our markets are more open to line up in the palace garden for a
—yea-products
,
--trouP-Phote
ments than yours are to ours."
Campbell's bright blue skirt
The imbalance has "fueled
and jacket lent a dash of color
resentment in our country both
against the wall of gray and dark
from workers and from busines- suits flanking her.
ses," he said, calling for strong
The annual gathering was
measures to reduce the
marked by a massive. security
irrlbalance.
effort that left Tokyo's already
_horrendons traffic tied- in knots.
On the eve of the summit, both
More than 36,000 police were
U.S. and Japanese officials raised
mobilized.
the possibility of finally agreeing
At least -five .projectiles were
to a..market-opening framework fired at the U.S. military base on agreement. Clinton said .further the outskirts of the city, apparentFormer Kentucky Fair Board
delay on the agreement could ly by radicals opposed to the
President Dwight Butt made a
increase trade tensions and poi- summit, police said. There were
base salary of S84,000 and bonson the U.S'.-Japanese no reports of injuries or damage
uses of up to S15.000.
relationship.
at the base.

•Gospel...

rig IT

CLARIFICATION

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

30

90'

National Guard Armory
Hwy, 121 North, Murray, Ky.

MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager
KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager'tie Murray Ledger it Tres(USPS 306-700)
The Murray Ledger IS Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4.
Thanksgiving Day. Christmas Day arid New
Years Day by Murray Newspapers Inc.. 1001
Dr. Murray. KY 42071 Second
Class Postage Pad at Murray, KY 42071

ractice Opens

SUBSCRIPTION RATE
'
S: In 81983 already
served by carnets: $5 per monq payable in
advance. By neil m CaHow_ ay Co. and to
Benton, Hardin. Mayfeld. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and to Pans. Buchanan and
Piryear. Tenn S57 per year. By mad to other
..
.
pe: year
destinations $64 50

Stephen K. Hall, M.D.

To reach all departments of the newspaper.
phone 753-1916
The Murray ledger & Tries is a member of
the Assodateel Pron. Kervudty Press Assooaten and Southern Newspapers Publishers
Association The Associated Press is exclusiveN entitled to news Originated by the
Meray ledger & Tres,.

Murray. Woman's Clinic
announces the opening
of his practice in

towns and kept rising. The Red
Cross opened three new shelters
in Missouri and six in lOwa.'
In central _Missouri, residents
battled renewed flooding this
morning after an estimated 7
inches of rain fell in some areas. In Jefferson City, major streets
were Closed by water as deep as 5
to 0- feet in, some places. _
Missouri Gov. Mel Carnahan'
toured some of the flooded areas
of St. Charles County in a
National Guard helicopter Tuesday 'and later toured West Alton
by car.
Iowa Gov. Terry Bra.ristaa
toured the Burlington.area Tuesday and called up 80 more.
National Guard members for'
sandbagging, bringing -the total in,
that state to nearly 600.
"I've sech a lot of disasters,"
Branstad said, "but this is the
biggest- and- widest-spread -disaster I think we've ever had." The Mississippi appeared to
have crested there at 22 feet
Monday and was down slightly
Tuesday. But because of more
heavy rain in Iowa, Wisconsin
and Minnesota, it was expected to
rise again today, cresting at 27.4
feet, just short of the record 22.5
feet-ietin-1965.fluoifitage-is 15- feet. Downstream, the river 'hit a
record 22.5 feet Tuesday at Burlington, Iowa, and was expected
to climb another foot by Friday.
Flood stage is 15 feet. The river
also hit a record 218 feet at Keokuk, Iowa, with an additional 2.7
feet expected by Friday. Flood
stage is 16 feet.
Farmers arc taking the worst
financial hit with farmland too
wet to plant in some places and
crops underwater for days in
others.
Agriculture Secretary Mike
Espy, who toured Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota and Wisconsin
last week. said Tuesday he would
let farmers use farm programs to
cut their losses.
People who make their living
shipping goods on the Mississippi
also have suffered.
A 436-mile stretch from East
Dubuque, Ill., at the southern
edge of Wisconsin, to near Lock
and Dam No. 26 just north of St.Louis remained closed
indefinitely.

Obstetrics/Gynecology

•

Dr. Stephen K. Hall
Obstetrician r Gynecology

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
, (502)753-9300
10 a.m -12 & 2-5 p.m. Monday,Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
8-12 Saturday

EVEN MY COMPETITORS
ARE BETTER LOOKING
THAN ME...
(But Not By Much')

Charlie Adams - Pitarmseist

Glendale at WhItnell

753-4175

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
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Cigarette touched off blast killing four

Inns
wild
is not
warst

MADISON VILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A cigarette ignited methane
gas venting from a crude oil tank.
killing four teen-agers who were
sitting on the tank and seriously
injuring five others nearby, investigators revealed on Tuesday.
But there was no evidence supporting early reports that the nine
revelers were shooting fireworks
before the explosion Friday night,
according to findings by State
Fire Marshal Carl Richards.
The teen-agers were the first to
arrive for a party at the tank and
wellhead that as many as 60 teenagers were expected to attend.
said Kentucky State Police
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spokesman Brian Pitney.
Tbe 210-barrel tank was
designed with valves to release
methane, a colorless, odorless gas
that develops naturally in crude
oil, according to Richards'
findings.
"When gas reached a high
enough concentration in the area,
then a cigareue caused the gas to
flame. The flame was sucked into
the tank and the tank exploded,"
Richards said.
The tank was especially
dangerous because it was nearly
empty of crude oil, but full of the
highly explosive gas. The force
of the blast shot a fireball several

hundred feet skyward and rattled
houses two miles away.
The body of one victim,
15-year-old Angelique Memet,
and the 20-foot-tall tank were
flung nearly 100 yards by the
explosion. Bodies of three others
who were sitting on the tank were
found in a blackened pit inside an
earthen dike surrounding the
tank, Richards said. They were
15-year-olds Lisa Grisham of
Clay and Luke Dewayne Teague
of Dixon and Josh Reed, 16, of
Slaughters.
The five survivors were outside the containment dike when

the explosion occurred, the fire
marshal said. All suffered serious
burns.
Roger Burton, 16, of Wheatcroft, tun:lined-in-wines+ -condition TuEsday in theintensWe-care
burn unit at Vanderbilt University
Hospital in Nashville, Tcnn.
Melissa Smith, 17, of Clay,
remained in critical condition at
the University of Louisville
hospital.,
Michael Ashcraft, 17, of
Slaughters, Terry Melton, 16, and
Gordon Dees, 17, of. Dixon, were
all listed in serious condition at
Regional Medical Center in
Madisonville.

"They v.ere there for a part).
and the fines who were there
didn't knos. about showing up
fashionably late." Pitney said.
-Investigators found melted coolers and cans ot beer, but toxicology reports that would /reveal
whether the any of the teen-agers
had been drinking were not
expected forseveral days.
Interviews with friends of the
victiais7:,- revealed that seVeral
dozen, youths were expected to
turn up for the paity at the oil
tank, a secluded spot two miles
down a narrow gravel road which
was a popular party site, Pitney
said.

Serb arrogance grows in face of world indecision
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Associated Press Writer

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— Bosnia's war continues, but its
Serbs are already playing the tole
of the victor. Exploiting world
indecision, they are dictating
terms both to hard-pressed Bosnian troops and the United
Nations.
The threat of outside intervention in Bosnia has now all but
evaporated. But even when it was
strong, Bosnian Serbs — most
powerful militarily of the republic's three ethnic groups —
pushed to impose their will on all
parties.
U.N. officials agree that the
Serbs most frequently delayed
humanitarian convoys, hindered
U.N. peacekeepers and ignored
agreements.
But they were not immune to

outside pressure. On May 30,
after Washington threatened air
strikes and the United Nations
imposed a second set of sanctions
on Serbia-dominated Yugoslavia,
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic blinked and signed an
international peace plan he had
previously opposed.
Since then, the risk of U.S.
attack has disappeared, torpedoed
by opposition from most of
Washington's allies in Europe.
And months of international disarray over Bosnia has been
replaced by something even
worse — apathy.
That has further emboldened
Bosnia's Serbs and their powerful
supporter, Serb 'President 'lobodan Milosevic.
"There's not the same kind of
diplomatic pressure exerted now
and six months ago," Peter Kessler, a U.N. High Commissioner

ANALYSIS
for Refugees spokesman in
Zagreb, Croatia, told The Associated Press. "The issue of Bosnia seems to have dropped."
As the world retreats, the Serbs
advance. In the past two weeks,
they have:
—Completely derailed the
U.N.-European Community peace
plan, instead proposing a draft
worked out with Croats that the
Muslims fear would dismember
the republic and leave them only
with land-locked remnants;
—Joined forces with Bosnian
Croats on the battlefield to
squeeze Muslim-led government
troops out of contested territory
and force the government to contemplate peace on Serb-Croat
terms
—Imposed tolls on U.N. vehi-

11 hurt in Pamplona bull run
PAMPLONA, Spain (AP) —
Eleven people were injured today
during the first day of the annual
running of the bulls, this northern
city's bloody challenge to locals
and tourists alike.
Six fighting bulls stormed
through the streets of the city in
what longtime Pamplona watchers called a particularly dangerous run in the eine-day San Fermin Festival.
The bulls, which weigh an
average of 1,200 pounds, left
their corral its a group, but split
up about halfway through the
825-yard run. Two bulls separated from the group, turning on
the hundreds of runners as they
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approached the gates of the bull
ring.
Local resident Fermin San
Martin, 26, was in serious condition after a bull's horn ripped a
eight-inch wound in his left leg
as the beasts ran 825 yards from
their corral to the bull ring, Hospital de Navarra emergency room
officials said.
Another Spaniard, Francisco
Nebot Porcar, 30, of Castellon,
was gored in the buttock by one
of the animals.
An American, identified by
emergency room officials as Clay
Oltman, 20, of Tacoma, Wash.,
was in guarded condition at the
Hospital Virgen del Camino with

a bruised chest.
"He thinks he was stepped on
by a bull," said one. hospital
official.
Sean Brazirer, 33, of Liverpool, England, suffered a dislocated shoulder, according to
pital de Navarra officials. It was
not known whether he fell or was
injured by a bull.
Seven other Spaniards were
slightly injured during the fourminute run.
The festival was first held in
1591 and made ,worIcl famous' by
Ernest Hemingway's 1926 novel
"The Sun Also Rises." Tens of
thousands of Spaniards and foreign visitors attend the spectacles.,

COMMUNITY

cies, prevented convoys from
reaching Srebrenica and • other
U.N. "safe, areaand taken U.N. relief cargoes at gun-point
—Bluntly ordered the Conference for Security- and Cooperation in Europe to pull out Yugoslavia, thereby preventing the organization from investigating
allegations of human rights
violations,
—Snubbed the new U.N.
peacekeeping commander Tuesday by failing to show up for
talks on Sarajevo's status as a
U.N.-mandated Muslim haven.
U.N. officials and domestic
critics of Serb actions in Bosnia
agree that Serb boldness has
grown along with international
paralysis on ending the war, and
that words of condemnation are
ineffectual.
"They couldn't care less what
the world thinks:" said. spokesman Ron Redmond. at the Geneva headquarters of the U.N. High
Commissioner of Refugees.
In Belgrade,-Milos Nasic, a
prominent columnist,for the independent weekly Vrerne accused
both Bosnian Serbs and the.
NI i I (Ts cvic fat tio-rr of
"impudence."
Domestic criticism has beenbuilding against Miloscvic, with
people increasingly seeing him as
responsible for the U.N. sanctions
and the ensuing economic disaster in Serbian-dominated Yugo-

slavia. Yet few are prepared to be
as, publicly outvoken as Vjasic.
A June 1. clash betweenriot
police and anti-Milosevic demonstrators left one policeman dead,
28 people injured and opposition
leader Vuk Draskovic languishing in prison after reportedly sustaining a severe police beating.
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Griffin will
stand trial
In Gunn slaying
PENSACOLA. Fla. (AP) —
An anti-abonion protester is
competent to stand trial for the
shooting death of an a
'doctor, and can itt as his-o
attorney, a judge ruled.
Michael F. Griffin, 31, is
accused of ahooting Dr. David
Gunn three times in the bac-k--r,„
March 10 as the physician
arrived for work at Pensacola
Women's Medical ServicCs
during. a Rescue AmeriCa
demonstration.
Circuit Judge John Parnham
based his competency decision
Tuesday on reports and testimony by three court-appointed
mental health experts.
Experts who had examined
Griffin told the judge the former Pensacola chemical plant
worker had personality traits
that make him Uncooperative
and uptight, but said he did
not suffer a mental_ gjvcdc&_____
The experts weren't asked
to determine whether he was
sane at the time of the
shooting.
The trial is set to begin
Sept. 20.
•

EDITORS NOTE: Julijana
Mojsilovic has reporte4 on her
native Yugoslavia for The Associated Press since 1990.
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Carmine B.Petracca, M.D.
SPECIALIZING IN OBSTETRICS,GYNECOLOGY AND INFERTILITY

During construction of our New
Main Office facility. Ross Wilder will
return to the North office located at
the corner of 12th and Chestnut
Streets.
This new facility will allow us to
provide services in an attractive,
comfortable and functional atmosphere.
Call Ross at 753-3231
for all your loan needs.

AssoCiated With Moran-Haugh Womens Health Services
120 West Walnut, Mayfield, KY 42066. By Appointment: 502-.247-8100

COMMUNTIT HOSPITAL
206 WEST SOUTII ST.•NIA'YFIELD, KY 42006•502-247-5211
•
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Kentucky Kara Participating Hospital
OPTION 2000 Contrecting Hospital
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WASHINGTON TODAY

President searching
for common ground
at summit-in-Tokyo
By BARRY BCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer

TOKYO (AP) — Absent the reliable Soviet bogeyman, President
,Clinton is banking on a desperate desire for economic growth to bind
the world's wealthier democracies into a modern alliance.
In his initial overseas mission, Clinton is bidding to become the
first president to integrate economics into AmeriCan foreign policy.
Others have talked about promoting growth and creating new jobs, but
Clinton is heralding nothing less than "a new era."
Economics — not the Cold War, an energy crisis, terrorism or the
Chernobyl nuclear disaster — is actually the central issue at the economic meeting that opened today.
Clinton proposes to keep the focus on it, the war in BosniaHerzegovina aside, and to carry Japan, Germany, Britain, France, Italy
and Canada into a new alliance with the United States that is committed to global economic growth.
"The new global economy is here to stay," he said Monday in a
stopover in San Francisco. "We can't .wish it,away. We can't run
from it."
It is a serious undertaking. The well-being of millions of people in
both prosperous and poor countries could depend on the outcome of
negotiations to construct a modern trading arrangement with special
attention to fast-growing Asia.
"The West today faces a crisis of employment, ot leadership, of
Rober( D. Hormats, a former Assistant Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs, has observed. "The risk of nationalism, regionalism and fragmentation of a global economy in this post-Cold War period, arising as disillusionment with -the economic performance of
Western governments, political parties and institutions, grows."
The challenge facing Clinton, the six other leaders and special guest
Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin is to find reniedies -before breakouts of racial disorder and political extremism infect their democratic
systems.
It is a task more subtle and potentially more dangerous than the
Cold War competition that pitted West against East and provided a
rallying cry for Clinton's predecessors.
Presidents before him beseeched Americans and U.S. allies to join
in a crusade against the Soviet Union, to contain communism and to
be prepared to fight and even to die in defense of democracies. The
atom bomb symbolized the stakes.
Clinion:s chosen crusade is intended to expand the world's econOrny by up.to S6 trillion over the next decade and create 2 million
jobs in two years in a West experiencing chronic unemployment.
Clinton is doingiill this fully aware that his program must play well
at home. He wants to crack open Japanese markets for auto pans,
agricultural products and other American goods in a job-creating push
to reduce American unemployment below the current 7 percent level.
His pitch is that the United States can thrive only if Japan and Europe, particularly Germany, adopt free trade policies, lower their interest rates and pull together with America.
"It's very hard for the United States alone to grow jobs without
help from other nations," he said before coming here. And in his
speech in San Francisco to the National Education Association, he
reached for the everlasting svnihol of America's economic well-being,
the auto industry, to underscore U.S. determination.
."Our productivity growth is once again making America the highquality, low-cost producer in many areas," Clinton said. "American
automobiles in the last year have teen regaining, market share in the
United States, something people through would never happen.'
His voice rising to stump-speaking level, Clinton exulted: "Why?
Because they're the best cars at the most reasonalle price. And we
can do that in many other areas."
This is flag-waving 1993-style. Clinton is tarrying the Stars and
Stripes not against the Hammer and Sickle but againsl poverty,
despair and unfulfilled dreams.

GUEST EDITORIAL
The Advocate-Messenger. Danville:
Gov. Brereton Jones' crackdown on the use of state cars is the kind
of cost-conscious management that leaders of state government ought
to be doing more of.
Spurred on, we presume, by, the state's desperate financial condition
a S200 million budget shortfall — Jones administration officials
did the one thing that is so precious, because it is so rare, in government. They decided to clean their own house instead of doing some
further vacuuming of the taxpayers' already threadbare dwellings.
After Jones' announcement that 2.0O state employees must-return
their cars to the motor pool by July 1, Finance Secretary Pat Mulloy
called it "one .of the dirty little secrets around Frankfort" that state
employees make personal use of state vehicles. ...
It's customary for smiling politicians like Gov. Jones in Kentucky
and President Clinton in Washington to promise to restore trust in
government. Generally, what the politicians mean is that They want us
-- the taxpayers — to trust the government to spend more of our
money. ...
So often, defenders of tax-and-spend government policies accuse
their critics of wanting to take food from the mouths of babes or cut
the benefits of the ill or aged. The crackdown on cars made public last
week in Frankfort is but one example of how millions of dollars in
government spending can be cut Without hurting a single soul, except,
that is, for the state worker who's going to have to buy a car like the
rest of us.
--

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW 1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN, MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Park problems need solutions
We don't always get what we
want. When we don't, we often
have to find alternative means to
reach an end.
, Case in point — the recent
'budget problems with the
Murray-Calloway County Park
Board.
The board began discussion on
the budget in early May. It
included a S6,000 increase in
funding from the Murray City
Council and a S15,500 increase
from the Calloway County Fiscal
Court.
However, the board failed to
make a formal request for additional funding to either body.
The city's budget, which had
been in the works since midApril, was near completion'. The
county's budget was entering the
first phases of formal discussion.
So, a problem arose. Neither
body appropriated the money the
park board planned.
Two weeks before the end of
the fiscal year, the board was
forced to rethink its budget and
make cuts to an already barebones plan.
Two days before the end of the
figcal year, the board met to try
and make the needed cuts without
hurting services.
During that meeting, several
issues were brought out. First, it
costs a small fortune to maintain
die baseball and soccer fields.
Second, electricity expenditures
are phenomenal. Third, the park
is sorely understaffed.

With so many problems and so
many patrons, there must be a
way out.
I have a few suggestions.
Manpower seems to be in short
supply while work is in great
demand.
We have a whole jail full of
prisoners who arc kicking back
under the air conditioner while
the honestpeOple are breaking
their backs under sweltering heat.
If the park paid one jailer to
watch four inmates clip grass or
spread lime or pick up trash or
empty trash cans or whatever,
then wouldn't that save money?
I realize there are liability
questions. I don't want a convicted felon cruising through the
park on a John Deere. However,
he could bend over and pick up a
few cans.
Other counties use inmatelabor to clean highways, streets
and public. facilities.
If our judge/executive doesn't
want to build a new jail and
doesn't want to pamper prisoners,
then send them to work. (The
park is a very large recreation
area:)

salaries arc tunded in lull or part
by the state.
Summertime is the busiest for
the park and there are plenty of
students who are enrolled in sume
mcr classes or Who need summer
work.
Most, I'd guess. would be happy to work (or at least their
parents would be happy).
If prison-labor is out of the
I don't want to 'see prhgrams
quettion, what about those who cut at the park.
are sentenced to communityri
I'd rather see kids swinging a
labor.
bat at 3 baseball on the Pony
Not too long ago ---several
League field .than swinging bats
young men were sentenced to
at each other on a street corner.
perform 100 hours each of comMany of the kids who play
munity service. What better way
baseball, softball or soccer don't
to serve your community than to come from the most affluent fambe sure its park is clean so that
ilies. Th''c fee they pay, though
young boys- and girls tan play?
minimal to some, is quite a bit of
Yes, the court would have to
pennies to another.
keep up with work done. It would
We have a nice park system in
be nice to sec those who are
Murray. We all have to help to
required to perform community
keep it running. I'm sure the park
work doing just, that.
board would welcome any sugFinally, we have a whole unigestions or solutions anyone has.
versity with a host of opportuniThe board meets on the third
ties and solutions.
Monday of every month at 5:30
If the park is understaffed, why
p.m. in the council chambers at
not pool resources. City Hall. The meeting is open to
The university has a recreation
everyone and citizens who wish
and intramural department. There
to address the board may do so
are students who are getting
after being recognized by the
degrees in recreation and I'm
chairman, Dr. Rob Williams.
sure they would like solid, job
I know there are hundreds of
experience in their field.
people who frequent the park. If
There are work-study programs
those people really care about
what is going on, they should
that the park might be able to get
involved with to hire students to attend these meetings and
become more informed about the
run tournaments, be life guards
and work the fields while their situation.

Perot bloc remains alienated
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ross
Perot's supporters are ignoring
entreaties from the major political parties to form a powerful
"radical middle" in American
politics anchored by a deep alienation from government, according to a study released today.
The national survey of 1,200
Perot voters showed strong allegiance to Perot despite doubts
about his own ability to serve as
president and many policy differences within the Perot
constituency.
More than loyalty to Perot, the
research attributed this solidarity
to a distinct reluctance of these
independent-minded voters to
align themselves with the Democratic or Republican parties.
The study was commissioned
by the Democratic Leadership,
Council to help it map a strategy
for Clinton to court Perot
supporters.
The poll and a series of subsequent "focus group" discussions
with Perot supporters in California, Ohio and Maine showed
many shared Clinton's policy
goals and were open to supporting him — if he delivered on
deficit-reduction, welfare reform
and other major promises.
But it also Aowed Perot supporters are skeptical that Clinton
can produce, that they are full of
doubts about his leadership abilities and experience and also
deeply pessimistic that any president can tame Washington.
"They fully expect a corrupt,

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

John King
AP political writer
gridlocked system to keep any
leader from succeeding and helping people," said Stanley Greenberg, who conducted the research
for the DLC and who also works
as Clinton's pollster.
The DLC, a maverick, moderate party organization Clinton
led before entering the presidential race, is often at odds with the
party's traditional liberal
ideology.
Using Greenberg's research,
the DLC said Clinton's proposals
to streamline and "reinvent government," limit most welfare
recipients to two years' benefits
and allow students to repay college loans with national service

had the collective potential, to
win over many Perot backers by
proving to them Clinton can
make government work.
The poll, which was conducted
in late April and with the focus
groups in May, said alienation
from government was the glue
holding together the diverse coalition that gave Perot nearly 20
percent of the vote last
November.
That solidarity defies the history of past independent and
thirthparty candidacies, whose
supporters began trickling back to
the major parties soon after
elections.
"The Perot bloc is radical in

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the *titer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than $00 words. Letters lhOuld be typewritten And doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or releaser letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

••

its alienation from the established
parties — forming a kind of radical middle bloc — divided evenly
between conservatives and
1 i beral-moderates," treenherg
wrote.
Below the shared antiestablishment sentiment, however, Greenberg found considerable
divisions within the Perot bloc.
This group split evenly, for
ciimple, when asked whether. the
Democrats or Republicans were
best suited to run the economy,
cut wasteful government spending and improve family value's.
Republicans had an edge
among Perot voters on the issue
of taxes, and among Perot supporters who believe the middle
class gets a raw deal from its
government.
But despite a largely Republican voting history, most Perot
voters share Clinton's support of
abortion rights and are "worried
about a Republican Party preoccupied with abartion and the
Christian right," Greenberg
wrote.
The' poll and focus group
reports also suggest that conventional analyses casting Perot supporters as obsessed with ,cutting
the federal budget deficit are too 4simplistic,.
While they were universal in
saying the deficit was a major
problem, it was not the first or
second choice of. nearly three
quarters of Perot voters when
asked to name the nation's most
pressing problems.
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Specialists work togetherfor cancer patients'survival
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Cancer is a frightening word.
Yet, almost everyone in Western
Kentucky knows,someone who has
been diagnosed with this disease.
The medical specialty that deals
with cancer is oncology.
According to the American
Cancer Society, in the 1960s, there
was only 38 percent survival rate.
Today, 52 percent of adults and up
to 70 percent of children diagnosed
in 1993 will live at least five years
beyond their date of diagnosis.
is due to,
This gond newS
.
.
advanced te-chn:6166y, new drugs,

involved with cancer patients either
improved procedures anclearly
in education, evaluation,, diagnosis
detedtion through screening
or treatment through surgery,
methods.
"The hospital is committed
chemotherapy and/or radiation
to implementing new technology
therapy," Poston adds.
and procedures as they become
Teamwork is essential as a
patient's personal physician may
available," says hospital adminiswork with a medical oncologist,
trator Stuart Poston."We continuradiation oncologist and,"or surally strive to keep healthcare costs
geon to determine treatment
to a minimum especially in the area
detecting
options available to the patient.
of screening where
„
so
is
Treatment options depend
disease in it's early stages
kind
the
on
of cancer and the stage
vitally important.
the
which
cancer has proto
have
"Murray is fortunate to
.,
patient's age, current
dretsed,"the
are
who
so many phyeicians

Medical School:
University of Tehran, '75
Internship:
Tehran University Hospitals. '74-75
Residency:
Kingsbrook Jewish MedicaiCenter
Brooklyn, NY
Internal Medicine, '87-90
Fellowship:
Mount Sinai Medical Center
New York
Medical Oncology, '90-92
Certification:
Board eligible for
Internal Medicine and Medical Oncology
Medical Staff Privileges:
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, '93
Office:
Murray Oncology Associates
300 South 8th Street
Suite 283W of Medical Arts Building
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:
(502)759-4199
Office Hours:
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Appointments by Physician Referral

Medical School:
University of Tehran. '66
Internship:
Lutheran Hospital of Maryland
Baltimore. MD. '70-'71
Residency:
Indiana University Medical Center
Indianapolis, IN
Radiation Oncology, '71)!"'74
Fellowship:
Wisconsin University Hospitals
Madison. WI, '75-76
Certification:
American Board of Radiology, '77
Medical Staff Privileges:
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. '90
Office:
Radiation Therapy Center
300 South 8th Street
Suite 100 of Medical Arts Building
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:
(502)762-1506
Office Hours:
7 a.m. to 3.30 p m
Monday-Friday
Appointments by Physician Referral

medical condition, etc. Physicians .
inform the patient in detail about
plans for treatment Or management.
Thera are three basic ways
to combat cancer: remove it:
destroy it; or stop the cells from
dividing.
The difference between normal cells and cancer cells is
that normal cells know when to stop
dividing; cancer cells do not.
Cancer continues to grow until it
crowds out normal cells and
impairs the functions of the affected
or gab .

James Craig Dowdy, M.D.
West Ky Surgical Associates
300 South 8th Street
Suite 208E
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-2444
Hal Houston, M.D.
300 South 8th Street
Suite 207E _
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-9595
C.C. Lowry, M.D.
West Ky Surgical Associates
300 South 8th Street
Suite 208E
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-2444
Charles D. Tucker, M.D.
300 South 8th Street
Suite 182W
Murray. KY 42071
(502) 753-8724
Robert T. Williams, M.D.
300 South 8th Street
Suite 108E
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4614

We Lend Support

Bereavement Support Group
Education Meeting
Tuesday,July 6
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, July 20
4:30-5:30 p.m."
Education Unit, Classroom Z 3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director,
(502)762-1389.
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Cancer Support Group
Education Meeting
Tuesday,July 6
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday,July 20
3:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director,
(502)762-1389 and Mary Linn, MSN,
Clinical Specialist(502)762-1447.
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Can:frac Support Group
Tuesday, August 10
"Cardiac Medications"
Keith Brown, R.Ph.
Hospital Board Room
10 am.
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502)762-1170.

Compassionate Friends
Thursday,July 22
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Rebecca Church (502)762-1274
or Hilda Bennett(901)498-8.124.
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Laryngectomee Support Group
Friday, July 9
2:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann.Ingie, RN, or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist,(502) 762-1100.

Parkinson's Support Group

•

Friday,July 23
2:00 p.m.
- Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dere Hopkins, speech pathologist or
Ann Ingle. RN,at(502)762-1100.

Stroke Support Group
Friday, July 16
2:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Mn Ingle. RN. or Dime Hopkins.
speech pathologist.(502) 762-1100.

^

•

Miracle Moments

Alzheimer's Disease Information
Education Meeting
Tuesday,July 13
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, July 27
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease
meetings,contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)
762-4100-or Joretta Randolph,(502)753-5561.

A cancerous growth or tumor
may be removed by surgery or
destroyed by radiation (x-raysl. •
Radiation and surgery are similar in
that they treat only the area where
the cancer is known to be.
However, as the cancer
grows, it can shed cells. They can
spread into surrounding tissues.
These shed cells can enter the
lymph system and lodge in lymph
nodes. They can also pass into the
blood and be carried to sites far
away from the original tumor. These
shed cells can- fbrm deposits known
as metastases. While surgery and
standard radiation therapy may not
reach these metastases, chemotherapy usually can..
Certain cancers rpay be cured
by chemotherapy drugs and/or
(adiation therapy. Sometimes
treatments are used to keep the
cance7 under 'control-for fieriddS
ranging from months to years and/
or improve the quality•and prolong
the length of life.
Most drugs work by affecting
the cell's basic growth element
IDNA), thereby preventing cell
division.
In some cases, treatments
are used in combination; chemotherapy, radiation therapy and/or
surgery-. The physicians will explain
to the patient and their family, in
detail, the treatment options
available so an informed decision •
can be made by the patient..
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital offers free of charge a
Physician Directory which lists
every doctor on the medical staff.
Call for your personal copy 9f the
Physician Directory
In KY: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN: 1-800-544-MCCH.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse and two
hour blood sugar screenings at all of
its .stops during the month of July.
The blood sugar test must be
performed-WO:hours after completing
.
a meal.
As a screening, the two hour
blood sugar test is free of charge
under the following conditions..
-annually if family history of diabetes
exists.
-anytime-there is a 20 pound weight
change.
-every three years under all other
conditions.
If you are a known diabetic, you
can have your blood sugar monitored
on the health if you obtain a written
prescription from your physician and
file it with the Health Express nurse.
Your physician will specify the
frequency for monitoring on the
prescription.
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for $4_
This screening detects blood in the
stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician.
Thursday, July 1
Murray, Hwy. 94 E
Duncan s Market
8:30-11:30 a.m
Murray, Hwy 94 E
East Y Grocery
1-3 p m
Tuesday, July 6
Buchanan, TN
Post office
9-11:30 a.m.
Hamlin
Post Office
1-3 p.m.
Wednesday, July 7
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8 30-11:30 a.m. IS 17.30-3 P.m.

Thursday, July 8
Lynnville
Grocery 8. Grill
830-11:30 am
Lynn Grove
Crawford s Service Station
1-3 p.m
Tuesday, July 13
Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11 30 a M & 12 30 3 p rr
Wednesday. July 14
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8:30-11.30 a.m & l2303prii

Thursday, July 15
Dresden
Court Square
9-11 am
Palmersville
Branch of Weakley Co Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m
Tuesday, July 20
Como
Baggett s Flea Market "9-11 a.m.
Cottage Grove
Security Bank
12:30-2:30 p.m

Wednesday, July 21
Murray
Olympic Plaza
8-30-1130 am
Thursday, July 22
Aurora
Lakeland Wesley Village
911 30 am
Aurora
Harrington s One Stop Grocery
1-3 p.m.

Tuesday, July 27
Camden
Wal-Mart
9-11.30 a.m. & 12.30-2.30 p m

Wednesday, July 28
Draffenville
Ponderosa
9 11 30 a m & 12 30 2 30 ID n
Thursday. July 29
Murray
Court Square
,8:30-11'30 a.m. & 12.30-3 p m

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-544-MCCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the pen natal
classes listed 1?clow. Pre registration is required tor all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class.
These classes re part ofa gifl package valued ,it over
S200 with Ii is giirn to Miracle Moments Prepayment
Plan participants.
Ii you t,voulci like to receive this valuable gill package
and become a prepayment paOicipant..stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
progr,im.
If you are not a Mir.tcle Moments Prepayment
participant. you arc still wekome to attend the classes at
the fees listed.
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.
Pre-register for:
•Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Option 1. Alon...hily 12. /9,26f, Aug 2
Option 2.[hors. July 8, is,27&29
79 p.m.
Hospital I clu(.Ition Unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Wed.. July 14, 19pm ($15)
*Sibling Class: Sal., July 17. 10 71,. m.(free)
•Parenting Class: Wed..Aug. 11 1;18, 9p in SIO)
*Refresher I: Mon.,July 19.526, / 9pm (S10)
•Refresher!I: hurs., July 15b 22, 7 9pm (S10)
•Post-Partum Exercise Class (S111
• (Call(502) 162 1/.39 to schedule)
*Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class iSi5i •
Six week s.ifter you'ile had your baby or
after you've skived breast feeding. you
can safely begin the three week post
partum weight loss class. The class is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502) 762 1533 to schedule.,
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour (I-mr)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
*Miracle Mciments Booklet (Free)

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 762-110Q
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Mike Steffey

Bandstudents,
participate in
convention
Two local students were
among those selected to participate in the 1993 Kentucky Lions
All-State Band which performed
in the Freedom Fest 'Parade on
Saturday, July 3, in Murray.
They were Jo Anna Assad of
Calloway County High School
and Mike Steffey of Murray High
School.
The band assembled to participate in the 76th International
Lions Club Convention and Parade held in Minneapolis, Minn.,
during the period, July 5 to July
9.
A total of 63 band members,
two directors, and six additional
chaperones arrived on the Murray
State University campus on
Thursday afternoon, July 1, to
prepare for the trip.
The highlight of the trip will
'be the participation in the Lions
International Convention parade,
one of the largest parades in the
world composed of entries from
throughout the free ;world.. In
addition to marching in the parade the band • will perform a concert for the Kentucky delegation.
While in Minneapolis they will
participate in other convention
activities, tour Minneapolis-St.
Paul, visit the planetarium, attend
the Minnesota-Detroit baseball
game, see Minneapolis from a
boat ride on the Mississippi, and
shop and play in the Mall of
America and-Camp --S-noopy,
indoor mall and theme park.
Enroute to Minneapolis the band will attend a Drill Corps
International marching band contest in East Troy, Wis. The band
should arrive back to the preconvention site on July 10.
Members are nominated to the
band by their high school band
directors. Not only are they outstanding musicians, but are quality students and ambassadors for
their communities and for the
state of Kentucky. Support for
each member to the Kentucky
Lions All-State Band is provided
by Lions and Lioness Clubs in
the member's own community.
Directors of the 1993 Kentucky
Lions All-State Band are Danny
Davis, director of Marshall County High School Band, and
Michael Pote, director of Caldwell County High School Band.
While in Murray in addition to
preparing for the Lions International Convention, the band was
the guest band in Murray's Freedom Fcst Parade on July 3, performed a short, free rehearsal
concert in the amphitheater in the
dormitory complex on Saturday
evening at 7 p.m., followed by a
pizza party.
Lions Clubs International has
1.41 million members in 41,360
'clubs in 177 nations and geographical areas. In Kentucky. there
are approximately 8.500 Lions
and 1,500 Lionesses. In excess of
30,000 Lions, Lionesses, and
Leos, along with members of
their families, are expected to
attend the 1993 Lions International Convention.
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
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Bennie Cooper

Ir******

reappointed to
state committee

Iii-Amerkan

Bennie Cooper of Murray has
been reappointed to the Emergency
Medical Services Advisory Cornmiuee by Cabinet for Human Resources Secretary Fontaine Banks
Jr. The appointment is effective
immediately.
Cooper will serve until August
1995.
• Thc Emergency Medical Services Advisory Committee advises
Cabinet for Human Resources administrators on issues relating to the
development, implementation and
maintenance of a statewide
emergency medical--ssrvicestern.
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NOW AT STONILY'
FOOD GIANT
Ramble your money back on
all manufacturer s compass,
up to 50C. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

IICES GOOD WED. 7/7

GROUND FRESH SEVERAL
TIMES DAILY
FRESH

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

TRIO TUES. 7/13

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.-Maly

r

aINOIS

EAS

11

10 OZ. CAN

&LEO
CARR

IC

CHUNK STAR KIVIN

UNSWEETENED

CAMPBELL'S
tid
TOMATO SOUP Kcx,/,

gc
I

TUNA

KOOL-AID

S'is OZ.
WM ONE FILLED

SMART SHOPPER CARS

Horoscopes

3 LBS OR MORE

C/UI
IN OIL OR WATER
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD 1

01111

WITH ONE FILLER
SMART SHOPPER CARD

GROUND
BEEF

THURSDAY.JULY 8. 1993
(For your personalized daily
lea= Dijon hQstscope,.baseil on
your own dale of birth, —calOa"
1-900-988-7788. Your phone.
cor
m nuptaenf will bill you 95 cents a
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011111‘4
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FRYERS
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WIENERS

C GREAT ON THE GRILL
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—

LB.

FRESH PRODUCE

BAKERY

FRESH BUNCH

BROCCOLI

•1

UTlER

/11111
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BREAD lo oz.
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BREAD lo oz.

-

9

DOLE
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SLICED ONE-FOURTH
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WATERMELONS

FRESH CALIFORNIA
PLUMS
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COUPON
SI
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len you buy one
AFT* Pasta Salad

, TX 7111140.
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•
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•

086114200
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a•
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LB. 99
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COUPON
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/
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BACON

OUSE SMOKED

BOLOGNA, POP LOAF,
SPICED LUNCHEON LOAF

INIT

SPECIALOBSE BULK3 STYLE
SLICED SLAB

F
C
11119 011,9!) $159

OHSE SLICED

(

HAPpY BIRTHDAY!IN THE
NEXT YEAR (W YOUR LIFE:
tou vkill he liberated front,stifling ,
routines and boring ACM ities. Travel. intellectual stimulation ;Ind new
---trie-iuls.-brighkat-y-ourr_soc I
N e m be r and December form a
transitional period leading to a fresh
career -start in -early 1994. Wider public recognition t. ill he yours by
nest !March. Your creative and,
imaginati‘e efforts bring good
financial luck. • Plan a wedding tor
early wormer.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS D.-VIE: actress- Anjelica Huston. singer Stew. Lawrence. actress
Kim Darby. psychologist Elisabeth
K ubler-Ross.A RIES ( March 2-1 -April 191:.
Someone who has aided'you in the
past may he able to help again.- You
reach a crucial decision and move
closer to -a long-term goal. Be
friendlvIn your colleagues.
TAila'S-I April 20-May 20)-:
Keep a low profile until you see
how the land lies today. Communications about the luture are best
avoided. An Older person who enters
your life now ccouldbe a good
match_
- GEMINI (May 21 -June 201:
Avoid -experidienting; stick to what
has worked in the past.-Let your colleagues get to know you on a deeper
When,the stars conic out,
romance w ill star-to new •lieights. .
CANCER 'd une 21 -Jul
lack of up-to-date infonnation could
frustrate your efforts. Do not act
alone: 'seek guidance. -Strenithen
your personal relationships-thrpugh
timely talks and letters.
LEO1July 23-Aug. 221: Success.
comes easily if'you are dealing A ith
a younger person. Networking pro-vides important information. Keeping an aura of mystery about you
will help spark romance. '
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22-i:
Obtain the training or equipment
you need in. boost productivity.. A
sublime .romance may not last as
lOng as you think. (jetyour feet
back on the ground.
LIBRA tSept.. 23-Oct. 22): This
is no time to be frivolous. Other
• people are counting on you to keep
sour promises: Resist 'diving to
itasty conclusions. Withhold judguntil vou have all the facts.
,S(ORPIO lOot. 23-Nov. 21):
Someonew ho seems too good to be
true merits ,turtliet• investigation.
Postpone signing legal documents
*
and pav close attention to tiny fine
print: Romance turns serious.-know
your own heart tonight.
SAGITTARIUS iNov. 22-Dec.
4
211: A great day tor business trips.
Clive prior commitments precedence
over a spur-ol-the-moment invilatiun. A newcomer takes to you in a
sloW where romance is
big wa%.

-on ONE 12-count ONLY

on ONE 20 oz. ONLY

(Any Flavor)

Lima one coupon per tamer The coupon may not be repmduCest %MOM:Gerend
Rewiller Kellogg Sales COnbany WI redeem this coupon in accordance wan out
Mies WI reimburse you tor the tea value 01 this coupon Mus le I submitted in I
rederowtIon poikv, copies available upon request Cash value I IOO Vod when
complain°,WM our redemptlon policy. Send to MI COJPOII REDEMPTION,Sot
Preeteedi teseei or restricted by 1is Mail coupons to KELLOGG'S IN AO CMS
77 MKS, MN sue° or any authorized deartrqhm is..
%Dept Mee, One Fawcett Drive, Del RIO. TX 78840
Good Only Al Morey* Food Giant
Good Only Al Storey's Food Giant
•
Lime One Coupon Per Customer
Lima One Coupon Per Customer
•
OBI

%lads Kellogg Sales Company *41 redeem the coupon in accordance With our
redemption policy CaplSS available uPOn niqUell. Cash value iii0Ce Void where
I prohibited, taxed, or restricted by law. Mail coupons to KELLOGG'S ON, AD. CMS
%Dept. MOO, One Fawcett Coln. DO Rio, TX 7,0
11111
Good Only At Storey's Food Giant
Lima
One
Cou
Pm
Customer
40pon
Si..

4
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cArRicoRN (Dec. 22-/Ian.
19): Someone's'indecision could
have you climbing the walls. Talk
things-oxer,with a trusted friend
who has the right qualifications to
advise you. Spend a coly evening at
home with %our
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1g):
You nia‘ be thinking too 'far ahead
when what you need to do is concentrate on the present. A project
could become boring. Use your creativity to bring variety to whatever
_
you do.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20):'Be
careful not to put the cart before the
horse. Ildputation and publicity are
not the :ame thing. Nurture a relationship that dates back to your
childhood.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are born
nesters with deep feelings for
both family and tradition. When
in doubt, these Cancerians will
invariably adopt a conservation
approach. These youngsters often
retreat to lick their wounds when
things go awry. Wise parents will
encourage them to persevre! Success comes when they go that
extra mile. Creative and opinionated, these talented Cancerians
are usually happiest when selfemployed. They like to set their
own work hours and proceed at
their own pace. Sentimental and
considerate, they make wonderful
romantic partners.
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Lastern Star holds events
to luta Hutson, grand warder of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Grand Chapter of Kentucky. Sue
Order of the Eastern Star met
Thweatt was welcomed as a new
•I'vesday. June 8, at 7:30 p.m. at
member.
its
regular
Hall
for
Masonic
Friendship Night was held on
hinthly meeting with Brenda
'
,
.-:wberry, worthy matron, Friday. June 11, at the Masonic
Hall. A potluck dinner was
'residing.
- She was assisted by Roy Clark, served.
-Aorthy patron; Dollie Clark,
Twenty-five year pins were
as.ieciate matron; Enoch Kaiser, presented to Betty Riley, Betty
LtOCI3le patron; Maxine Kaiser,
Noble, and Mattie Calvert.
ecretary; Frances Churchill, con- Louise Short was presented her
du;:tress protem; Flo Rogers, pin later at her home because of
sistant conductress; Dorothy
her illness.
ftanell, chaplain; Betty Dodd,
inarshall; Sue Thweatt, organist
Entertainment was a skit
protem; Ruby Byers, Adah pro- entitled "Frankie and Johnny."
:in; Sybil Lasater, Ruth: Lana
Guests were from Mayfield, FulEsther; luta Hutson, ton, Clinton, Alford, Water ValMartha; Betty Noble, Electa; ley, Benton and Calvert City.
Hardin Alderdice, warder; Joe
The next meeting will be TuesI a3ater, sentinel.
day, July 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the
?". special welcome was gi.Y.9Masonic fill.
•

JO'S DATEBOOK

Branch of the Bank of Murray
was hosted by Joanna Adams,
Cathy Young, Marilyn Ray, Sonja Speight, Jeanne Morgan and
Sandy Killebrew.
The ladies of Scotts Grove
Baptist Church hosted a bridal
shower held in the Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
A shower was hosted by the
bride's sorority sisters and was
held at the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority hours.
The bride was honored at a
shower at the Information System
Office of Murray State University
where she is employed.
A personal shower was hosted
by Angie Murdock at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray
Hamilton.

The rehearsal dinner was held
• the Family Life Center of Pop1 r Spring Baptist Church. A
.,estern style buffet, hosted by
ie groom's mother, Janice
‘icCuiston, was prepared and
Awed by Mildred Adams. The
L•idal couple presented gifts to
ch of their attendants.
A bridal tea at the University

Balloons for
all Occasions

I

f

; .mylor & Latex Balloons
•Custom Design Country Crafts
•Decorative Mugs & Assorted Candy
, .Gift Baskets
.New Arrivals Everyday
.;-ree Delivery
Balloon Souquat Spec ii•
753-5242
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Claire Bell
bride-elect of
Santiago Nunez
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

HEARTLAND'S 00
COUNTRY CHARM

40

i

404 South 12th • Murray
(ext to The Edge)
Hours:
106 M Sat

!

12058 Chestnut

753-1851

Northwood
Beauty Salon
Jackie Spiceland
17 Years Experience
ilourK Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
8:30-5 Later By Appointment
1400B Hillwood Drive • Murray
759-1242
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The Young Actors Guild will hold a generar meeting on Thursday. July 8,
at 5 p.m. at Playhouso in the Park. All members and interested persons are
invited. Also on Thursday, July 15, YAG will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's
for dinner and then go to view a dress rehearsal of 'Star Spangled Girl.'
Drinks and tip will bo paid from YAG funds, but members should bring
money for pizza.

Ilk

A
Mr. and Mrs. Darren Madison McCuiston

Barnett and McCuiston
wedding vows are said
Stefani Brinn Barnett and Darren Madison McCuiston were married
in a recent double ring ceremony at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Jane and Joe Barnett of Murray. She is
the granddaughter of Janie Young and the late Robert Young and
Rudy and Mary Nell Barnett, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Janice McCuiston and Keys McCuiston of
Murray.
Officiating were the Rev. Odell Colson and the Rev. Hayward
Roberts. A special reading of I Corinthins 13 was by Dr. Burton
Young, uncle of the bride. Music was by Roger Hudson, pianist, and
Tommy Hoke and Jena Morton, vocalists.
The bride was escorted by her father and given in marnage by her
parents. She wore a candlelight gown of bridal satin with a gathered
portrait neckline and off-the-shoulder long sleeves. The dress featured
a dropped basque bodice decorated with imported lace, sequins and
pearls. The back was accented with a large bow and bustle with lace,
sequins and pearls. The full skirt flowed to A semi7capedral train
edged with imported lace.
Her fingertip veil and blusher of candleight illusion feitured scattered pearls and was attached to a beaded and sequin leaf motif wreath
with floral clusters and side pearl sprays. She wore a pearl and diamond necklace and matching earrings. She carried a cascading bouquet of red sweetheart rosebuds and open Victoria cream rosebuds
with pearl strands and lace intertwined.
Angie Murdock was matron of honor and Ami Barnett, sister of the
bride, was maid of honor. Bridesmaids' were Stacy Parks and DeAnn
Anderson, sister of the groom. They wore black straight satin dresses
and long black satin gloves and carried long stemmed silk red roses
nested in cream tulle with a bow.
Thc flower•girl was Charlsie Young, cousin of,the bride. She wore r
a full tea-length black satin dress.
Greg Cruise was best man with Ricky McCuiston, brother of the
groom, Jason Phillips, cousin of the groom, and Jeff Rodgers serving
as groomsmen. Ushers were Billy Harris, cousin of the bride, and
Jason Phillips and Jamie Phillips, cousins of the groom. Austin Wells,
nephew of the gram, was ring bearer.
All of the men in the wedding party wore western style tuxedos
with criss-cross ties and cream pleated shirts.
The bride's mother wore a black ruffled tiered dress and the
groom's mother wore a black and red suit. Their wrist corsages were
of red rosebuds with lace and pearl sprays.
Gina Curling and Brandi Jackson presided at the guest register and
handed out wedding programs. The sanctuary decorations and -siticflowers were designed by Ann Brooks who also directed the wedding.
A reception followed in the Family Life Center of the church.
The four layered bridal cake featured a three tiered pedestal on top.
Each pedestal held an arrangement of red throated cymbidian orchids
with red princess rosebuds and huckleberry leaves. The groom's table
held a butternut cream cake decorated with a horse and small Cokes.
Vicky Geunn was in charge of the reception.
Servers were Paige Young and Amy Young, cousins of the bride,
Betsy Whitfield, Shannon McCuiston, Holly Cherry and Sherri Rule.
After a wedding trip to San Antonio, Texas, the couple is now

A Painting-Workshcfp for- all ages indUding adults will lif-hela froth" 2 to 4
p.m. on Thursday, July 8, at Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St.
Participants will be intaduced to various American and international painters, will be shown painting techniques, and will paint with watercolor and
acrylics. To register, call Lynn Warren at 489-2751. Drop-ins are welcome.
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a one-day Vacation Bible
School on Saturday, July 10, from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. This for children
and youth, ages preschool through 15. A cookout and fellowship time will
follow the school. All children and youth in the community are invited to
attend.

Gospel convention scheduled

local salon
Osaalla. Saki price aaleclor•
"Waugh kip 10.

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
No Appointment
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Necessary
Call 759-9811
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

Laryngectomeii Group plans meeting
Laryngectomee Support Group wilr meet Friday, July 9, at 2 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information contact Ann Ingle R N., or Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, at
762-1100.

Special events planned Saturda_y
Special workshops are pfanned Saturday, July 10, at Smart Shop, 119
South Fourth St., west side of court square. Painting with Watercolors for
ages 4 to 9 will be from 10 a.m, to noon, and Magic' for ages 5 to 12 will be

from 1 to . 3 p.m.

Leisure Life seminar on Thursday
The Leisure Li e Program from Bank of Murray will sponsor a seminar,
"Treating All Needs of Cancer Patients, on Thursday. July 8, at 2 p.m. at
University Branch of the Bank of Murray:Werth 12th Street. 1 he speaker will
be Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi, oncologist from Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All
interested members are irriited to call Martha Covey at 753-1893 to make
reservations to attend thi.; informative seminar.
The Leisure Life will sporsor a Line Dance Class on Wednesday, July 14,
from 4 to 6 p.m. at Univers ty Branch of Bank of Murray. Instructors will be
Bill and Janie Raymer from Paris, Tenn. Researchers have lot,ind that dance
offers dual physical and ps).chological rewards. It "relaxes the mind, conditions the body and relieves both physical and mental stress. Members will
have an opportunity to learn line dances such as Boot, Scoot & Boogie and
the Chocolate City Hustle while getting great physical exercise and having
fun. There will be a $3 per person per class fee. Reservations for the class
must be made in advance by calling Martha Covey at 753-1893.

Special 'Tiger' contest planned
Murray High Athletic Boosters are sponsoring a 'Tiger" Contest to allow
the young artists in the Murray City School System an opportunity to design
the front cover of the Murray Athletic Program. The winner will receive a
savings bond and those entrias that are used inside the program will also
receive recognition and a prize. All entries should be received by July 12.
They may be taken to the Murray Board of Education office on Poplar
Street. All entries must include your name, address, phone, and grade level.
The winner Will be announced at the Murray High Fall Sports Kick Off in
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Items needed for Need Line pantry
Kathie Gentry, executive rd . rector of Murray-Calloway County Need Line,
has issued an appeal for food for the pantry. Items needed include macaroni
and cheese, instant potatoes, dry beans, rice, canned meats, canned fruit,
and powdered milk. Canned vegetables except for corn and green beans
are also needed. We have an over supply of corn and.green beans at present, but we will appreciate any items for the pantry which is urged to fill
food baskets for the clients. Items may be taken to the Need Line office on
the bottom floor of Weaks Cpmmunity Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Libertij Church plans revival
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located off Highway 94 East, is
holding services through Fricfay, July 9. The Rev. Terry Vasser, pastor of
Calvary CP Church in Graves County, is the speaker for the services at 7:30
p.m., nightly through Friday. The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, invites the
public to attend.
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Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Services: 10:15 a.m.
Evening Services: 6:00 p.m.

Murray Store Only
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Dance Class planned by Leisure Life
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PAWS (pets are wonderful society) will meet Thursday. July 8, at 215
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This will be for a Pet Therapy Info.
All Members and interested newcomers are welcome to attend, according to
Kathy Cohen, PAWS leader.
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Pet Therapy trip on -Thursday

at
Coldwater Church ofChrist

Warm Welcome Awaits Everyone'
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The annual West Kentucky Gospel Music Association will have its summer convention starting Thursday. July 8, and continuing through Saturday.
July 10. This will be at West End Baptist Church, 324 South 28th St., Paducah. Featured will be 36 singing groups from Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri and
Tennessee.

Graves County Class plans reunion

Mon.-Thurs.Services are at7:30 p.m.

Ter

Palestine Church plans Bible School

July 11-15

For the salon nearest you,
caN 1-000-542-.5506.
•Ilarlavi ci••••••• Daces Ow* aria your
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Painting Workshop_ Thursday

OSPEL
MEETING

ii
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Graves County High Se-hool Class of 1988 is planning an informal picnictype reunion beginning at 11 a.m. on Saturday. July 31, at the Stables Pavillion at Kenlake State Park. A fee of $4 per adult attending should be mailed
along your name and number in your party to Reunion. P.O. Box 50, Hazel,
Ky. 42049 by July 10. Only drinks will be provided. Children are welcome
and no formal invitations are being sent. For more information call Lisa Farris at 492-8865 or Michele Turner at 1-247-3291.

Changing color doesn't hinno
• to change your styie. At
JCPenney Styling Salon, we
have bright highlighting ideas
that will make you look great.
And still look like you. Don't
miss our irresistible offer - save 20%* for a limited time.
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Young Actors Guild will meet

residing at Rt. 7, Murray.

BRIGHT IDEAS,
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The Youth from Northwest United Methodist Church, Columbus, Ohio, will present a special musical, "The Dreammaker," on
Thursday, July 8, at 7 p.m. in the Youth Center of First United
Methodist Church. .1ohn C. Page, director of Children and Youth at
First Church, invites the public to attend this musical production.
There is no admission charge.

ocal couple is honored
Several events were held in
,nor of Mr. and Mrs. Darren
,:adison McCuiston before their
r-eent marriage. Mrs. McCuiston
the former Stefani Brinn
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Hospital reports listed
One newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, July
2. have'been released as follows:
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Newborn admission .
Turner baby bovparents. Traci and
Mike P 0 Box 127, Hardin
Dismissals
Mrs Kimberly J. Hamby alnd baby
girl. RI 7. Box 402, Murray: Mrs. Pau;a A Shaw and baby boy, At. 4, Box
116 Murray.
Mrs Ginny L Hale. Tabors and baby
boy. At 1. Box 54-A, Kirksoy; Miss
Melody J Yoder, Rt. 1. Box 281, Par--

,5, Tenn ,
Clenon Wilkerson, RI. 7, Box 110,
Mayfield. Miss Bethany A. Stroud, At.
1. Box 257. Gilbertsville; Jos Stone,
Rt 3. Box 268. Fulton:
Terry R Singleton, NCR 75 Box

193C, New Concord; Miss April Dawn
Shekell, At 5, Box 969, Murray; Lynn
H Newberry, 335 Country Ln., Dover,
Tenn ,
Mrs Edna King, Rt. 1, Box 26,
Wing°, Miss Debra Lee King. Rt. 2.
Box 250E, Murray; Mrs. Robbie J. Hutson, 1604 Martin Chapel Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Janna L Hughes, 1610 Sycamore St . Murray; collie Hill, Rt. 1, Box
,Qarol & Harri*
son, 1708 Ryan, Murray; '

'Jean Goodman, Rt. 4, Box 115,
Murray. Mrs Lisafletcher, At. 1, Box
278A, Big Sandy, Tenn. Mrs. Dorothy
L. Fairchild, 1515 Martin Chapel Rd.,
Murray:
Mrs Lois B Fairfield, 1563 Oxford,
Murray. Kenneth L. Chesney, Rt. 4,
Box 410A, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Gracie
Barrett. Rt 6, Box 542, Benton;
Ms Sanlyll_u_lo
_North_16th
St Apt. 3. Murray; Steven Givens,
736 Wright Si, Mayfield; Mrs. Oleta
Swift Rt.- 1, Box 213, Almo.
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway

for Saturday,
July 3, have been released as
follow s:
County

Hospital

Newborn admissions
Lawrence baby boy, parents, Karen
and Pat, Rt 2, Box 175A, Buchanan,
Tenn
Gibson-Dixon baby boy, mother,
Hester J., Rt 5, Box 463, Murray;
Quarles baby boy, mother, Melissa
Bell,‘ 756 Hopkinsville Rd., Cerulean.
Dismissals
Mrs Dianna B Harris-Greene and
baby girl. At. 3, Box 283 P15, Murray;
Mrs. Judy K. Smith and baby boy, 85
Shady Oaks, Murray;
Mrs. Zetta B. Bryant, 116 Bradley
.!s Rd.. Dover, Tenn.; Miss Melisha
Cox. 807 Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn.;
--Mtss Ann* Muriel -Foster,-401 Cherry.
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Mrs. Anita Glisson, 501 North 17th
St.. Murray, Lloyd Edward Key. 101
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville, Tenn., spent Saturday,
May 29, with Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr of Puryear, Tenn. The
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
sons, Ricky - and laryan, of Murray were also there. On Sunday,
May 30, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
attended services at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray, and
were dinner guests of Rev. and
Mrs Orr and family.
Ricky Orr of Indiana visited
rite on Saturday, June 26.
Morris Jenkins visited Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Miller and took Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins home with him on
May 30 for Several days.
Tabitha Lee was an overnight
guest of Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes on May 31. Then Susan
Lee, Tabitha, Lee, Matthew and
.Mason Sykes visited the Rev. and
Mrs, Warren Sykes and in my
Inc on June 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Lavetia visited in my home
on Sunday afternoon, June 6.
They visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
on Monday at Morris Jenkins'
home. '
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
attended the Southern Baptist
Convention, Houston, Texas,
June 15-17. Their daughter,
Tabitha Lee, was on vacation
with Jerry and Peggy McCree at
Gulf Shores, Ala,
Matthew Sykes spent the week
‘.4ith the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and attended Bible School at
New Harmony Baptist Church
with Susan and Tabitha Lee.
Marilyn Sykes had surgery at

Eadwood Baptist Church serviix/7.30
Dexter Baptist Church Bible Study/6 30
p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Business meeting/7 p.m.
Memorial .Baptist Church events include
prayer service/7 p.m., Sanctuary Choir/8
pm
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer Group/10 am
Bible classes/7 p.m./clendale Road
Church of Chnst.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Business meeting/7 pm. and Weekly
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include Day

Dismissals and two expirations
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday. July 4, have
been released as follows:
• Dismissals
Baby boy Gibson-Dixon. Rt. 5. Box
463, Murray; Mss Beverly A. Outland
and baby boy Eldridge, 34 Riveria Ct .
Murray;
Mrs. Tracy Ann Turner and baby
boy, P.O. Box 127. Hardin; Mrs. Opal
Frances Oakley, Box 1128, Murray:
A.L. Hough, 1505 Kirkwood, Murray.
Ms. Maurine Jones Hopson, 2204
Gatesborough. Murray; Donald R
Simmons. Box 296. Symsonia. Mrs
Mary Ann Beavers Douglas. Rt. 5, Box
98. Benton.
,
.Mrs. Marvin James Chambers, At.
8, Box 865, Murray; Mrs. Edna Ruth
Butler, At. 2. Box 119. Murray: Mrs

Camp for ages 4-6/9:30 a.m.; Ladies'
Bible Study/10 a.m.; Teen Bible College
Supper/5 p.m.; Libraq open/6:15 p.m.;
Prayer meeting, Children's Super Summer
Studies/6:45 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Clutch Bible Study/7
p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible
.4...1sureh--Study/7-- pm: -- •
Thursday, July 8
Murray City Council/7:30 p.m./Murray

Dorothy ..Swasipay, Rt.. 7, '-.14ox .32Z ..

•

Murray;
Freeman Bennett. Rt. 2. Box 279.

Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Teresa Boyd. At
1, Box 323. Sedalia; Mrs Mary Thurmond, Rt. 1, Box 125A, Murray
Expirations
Miss Eva E. McDougal, 1016
Sharpe St., Murray; Mrs Mary Ahart,
1506A Doran Rd., Murray.

Newborn admissions
Mayo baby boy, mother. Tammy
Anderson, 1632 Walnut, Benton;
Kettler baby boy, mother. Samatha
Shell, 1100 Glendale, Murray;
Parrish baby boy, parenti. Heather
and Max, 228 North Eighth St.,
Mayfield
Dismissals
Jim Wilson, Box 322, Murray; Mrs.
Jimmie Lee Carmichael, At. 1, Box

540, Hardin; Mrs. Crystal Leah Hurt,
P.O. Box 213, Hardin;
Brian Edg
-ene Bolton, 102 Covington, South Fulton, Tenn.; Pat Ross, Rt.
6, Box 133, Murray; Patrick R. Crocker, Rt. 4, Box 263, McKenzie, Tenn.:
Baby girl Watkins (Leslie and
Ronald). 1560 Everlasting Sp.. Cadiz;
Miss Melissa K. Bell and baby boy.
Quarles, 759 Hopkinsville Rd.,
Cerulean;
Mrs: Karen L. Lawrence and baby
boy, At. 2, Box 175A, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Charles Louis Hooper, At. 3,
Box 129, Dover, Tenn.

Persons visit area homes'
Murray Lodger & 'Times Correspondent

Weilaesday, July 7
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples' C1ass/6:30 p.m

Hardin; Mrs. Leslie Watkins.' 1560
Everissbng Sp.. Cadiz;
Ms. Bobbie Orr-West. %est View
Nursing Home. Murray: Mrs. Chaise),
H. Whiseriant, At 1, Box 171A, Murray; Miss Tiffany Amber Thomas, P 0
Box 1324. Murray.
•

N'orth Fork News
ey MRS. R.D. KEY

CALENDAR

lAs. Cabman Samos. NS Brow, Si.
Wrier Henry Trail. Rt. 1. Box 378A,

- T-hree -newborn-adrnissAms and:
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
July 5, have been released as
follows:

City Hall.
Calloway County School Board of Education meeting/7 p.m./board office.
Dreammakers from Columbus, Ohio, to

Lisa Christi
fiancee of Orlando Joaquin Valdes

Dr. and Mrs. Robert Williams of 1558 Canterbury Dr.,
Murray, and
Mrs. Richard Patterson of Wilmington, N.C., announce
the _engagement and approaching mart age of their daughter, Lisa
Christi Williams of Tampa. Ha., to Orlando Joaquin
Valdey of Tampa, son of
Mr.- and Mr:. Orlando Valdes of. Fort Laudeckle,
Miss Williains is a graduate of Murray High School and
received
her -Bachelor -ot Science degree-in Marketing at Western
Kentucky
University, Bowling Green.- She is a medical system:
specialist with
Ohmeda Inc.
Mr. Valdes is a graduate ill Fort Lauderdale High
School and
received his .'.k
ft 1 1 ir ot Science degree in Architecture
from Georgia
Tech, AtIalita, Ga. He is a project manager
with Brant Construction
Management.
The wedding will he Saturday. Oc:t. 23; at Sacred
Ileart Catholic
Church, Tampa, Fla. ,
A reception will tollow at Tampa Yacht and
Country - Club.
Invitation., sstll k•'-sent.

Blues Festival
will be Au. -79
at Ken lake Park
- ,The-Aitgest-Jir-witt-tro hot
the sounds of Blues.

s
Tilikeiaalteauretaril Camp or sows .4
Confederacy/7 10 p m
Curs
Oeni 'Iu
soe al Safely and licalth Course •
tin
a.m.-5 p.m Room 146. Collins Coact.
Murray State University Info/'762-331.
AA and Al•Anun dosedl meeting. '•
p m./Senior Citizens Center. Bent,
Info/753-8136 or 435 4314.
Murray Rotary Club/I2 nocon/Sev(
Seas Restaurant
Young in Hearts Class/10 A
am /Glendale Road Church of Christ
Brooks Chapel United ‘Icth.olist ('hut '•
WutnerM7 pm
St. Leo's Catholic Chur..h events inclu,•
Legion of Mary/9 45 am
First Baptist Church events include Da!
Camp for ages 4-6/9 30 a m an
Sleepovert7 p m.. Teen Bible College.
pm
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/off
8:30 a.m.-4.15 p.m
National- Boy Scout Museum/open
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events includ,
Planetarium Show/11 a m., I, .2 and
p.m./Visitor Center. Food Preservano
depending on garden_lields and .jro,
Tirdiall4/2-0.---10in •;i7dp.m./Ilomeplace; Deer Up ClOse/10 a in
Snakes and Turtles/I pin , Eagles I.
Close/2 p.m . Red Wol%es,P1 p Fn./Nairn,
Center

Pageant schedilleel
here on July,17
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UNADVERTISED SPECIALS THROUGHOUT STORE
' Mignon Reed
bride-elect of
Timothy Pittman
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry
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Steger UOtreisek"
klechine Model teUie
Sews3-thread overbear and tial lace Mach
plus ...thread moor safety stitch • Built-in
sawing tight • Saws up td 1.300 lunches
par minute'Singer-ONCIUSNIII hos arm and
lays threading • Stitch length adArste,errt
commis • Narrow rolled heel plane h
ctuded • Carrying Pandas
MS/ 89900

FRIDAY NIGHT
JULY 9th - 7:30 P.M.
LovErr AUDITORIUM, MSU
TICKETS: $7.00 in Advance
$9.00 at Door

Tickets Available At:
New Lite Chnsoan Center, Mur,ay
WVHM Radio (Hardin Ky
Lite Houle(1506 Chestnut St I. Murray

Dm.over

120511 Chestnut • 751111.51
S onsored B

Life House A Coo

$36900
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Sews 11 stsches • Easy threadmg
;via" • Boils buttonholer •

Touch $ wind hancreheel declutch
ing • Automat< 0000m sr maw stop
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MURRAY SEWING CENTER
SINGER

Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY
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Career Opportunity
Available

Norway

Acappella Vocal Band
0161es

•

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultor I.
Sales Director
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"The walls must come down!"
Become a host family.
„American Intercultural
- -Student F./lit:flange

with

Music on
Sunday, Aug. 29, at the Fourth
Annual Hot August Blues and
Bar B-Q Festival at Kenlake

I hursda,. Ju4

give musical/7 p.m./First United Methodist Church Youth Center. Admission free.
Line Dancing at Kenlakc State Park
llotelf7-10 p.m.
The Regal Miss Pageant wil:
St.- Leo's-Catholic Chn-rele-erents--intludeSafurrday-, July 17, at Curti.
VbeLegion of Mary/9:45 a.m..
Center, Murray State University
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
Prizes will be awarded in all
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994.
categories.
TOPS #469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
This is for girls, ages 0 to IS
Calloway County Public Library.
years and over, single or married.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
Three Disney World vacations
senior citizens' activities.
will be awarded.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens* activates.
For information concerning
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
registration, call Belinda Burris,
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
1-901-364-6729, Dresden, Tenn.,
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
or .
Sherrie
Yoesel,
p.m /Masonic Hall.
1-901-427-9520, Jackson, Tenn.
Health Express of Murrry-Calloway
County Hospital/Lynnville/8:30-11:30
a.m. and Lynn grove/1-3 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
pm /Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
p m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7:30
p.m./Famt Bureau Building, Paris, Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade

Will
weddin
vows will be said Oct. 23

Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn., on June 11, Her
husband, Mitch Sykes, stayed
State Resort Park Amphitheatre.
with her there. Visitors in to see
Music will-begin at I p.m Bar
her were Warren and Dorothy
B-Q and other concessions will
Sykes, Joetta Paschall, Carolyn
be sold.
Kaminski, Lilburn and Karen
•Anson Funderburgh and the
Parker, Shirley Paschall, Myrtle
Rockets will headline the afterRose Hill, Tony, Charlotte and
noon full of snarling guitar and
Amanda Sykes, Steve and Judy
Texas style Blues..
Caldwell, Buster and T.C. Myr"The Rocketrs" were chosen
ick, Betty Hart, Ted Hart, Lonnie
Best Blues Band at the 1992
Decies and family, Vicky Ball, W.C. Handy Awards. Their
Mary Johnson, Kathy Goodman, award winning releases . include:
Scan Stigall, Dan, and Judy and "My Love is Here to Say,"
Logan Drummond, Nancy Coop- "Sins," and-_"Tell---Me-Wh-a-t--You
er, Harold and Carried Perry, Want to_ Hear." Anson has recenNancy Moore, Lola Bailey, Glor- tly recorded with Huey -Lewis
ia Jenkins, Lisa Hart, Lisa and and the News and is the featured
Erica Brown, Jennie Weiher, guitarist on their upcothing album
Angie Murray and Susan Lee.
release.
Visitors of Mrs. Beale Jenkins
Other acts scheduled to appear
last week at Morris Jenkins' at the festival include The
home include Mrs. Johnnie Jones, Unknown Blues Band, A.C. Reed
Cheryle Jones, Lavern Smith, and Band, Honey Boy Edwards,
Margaret Hughes, Dorothy Har- and the Metropolitan Blues
relson and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Allstars.
Adams.
Advance tickets are SIO or at
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jenkins and the gate S12. All proceeds from
children, Jill and Troy, and Mr. the event will go to .Murrayand Mrs. Kenny Jenkins and Calloway County Need Line and
children, Malloric and Blake, Marshall County Need Line.
were supper guests of Mr. and
For addition information or to
Mrs. Morris Jenkins on Friday purchase tiek-ets call
night, June 25.
_1-800-325-0143.

IN CONCERT.
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liSU Technology Center
to offer two workshops

1111.111111nr

S •i.
.S.

. •

Two workshops will be held as design. A cornbutauosi of indiums! board drafting and iompuJuts us die campus of Murray Win
ersity so axsi.t representatives ter-aided drafting AutoCA I))techniques *di be utihred to develop
if0f11 industrial and engineering
compleves. !hey arc devekipcd
a:slum:al skills
-The future of -this region is
tittiugh -radiants —al -the Techa
division
Center.
nology
dependent
of
the
upon economic develop4
Deparunent -of Industrial and Engiment and the vitality of its industry."
says Dr. Thomas B. Auer, dean of
ETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, neenng Technology .
Geometric
the
Dimensioning
College of Industry.andTechand
oerated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from kft, "Tiny," a male Sable/White Collie;
femak American
i.skimo; "Tattler," a male shorthaired grey kitten; and -Sparkles," a spayed female Aussie Shep mix. Animals who do not find homes .rokrancing *ill be held July 20-22. nology at Murray State. "Advanced
This course features basic and
technical training Ind advisory ser,iust be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are Ito 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, I to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to
advanced principles of (D&T vices will ensure that our work force
..30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. Humane Society is a United Way agency. For information call 759-4141.
(ANSI, 1982 and 19/18). Topes to is prepared for global competition
be covered will include tolcrancing and the challenges of the 21st
applications for functional design. century. We .are committed to
GD&T symbols and characteristics, respond to this challenge by providand the relationship of GD&T prac- ing quality training." .r
tice to 'conventional dimensioning
Murray State assistant professor.
mourners at the service with her tokrancing, This training is cuswounded before Ferri killed himbefore heading up to his 35th
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
Danny Claiborne says that registraleft arm, her right arm hanging in tomized to meet client needs. The
floor-office at the Pettit & Martin self as police closed in.
iteMOri31 of flowers, candles and
tion for both of the described worka
sling. The Scullys, who lived in level of instruction. number of shops is limited
A
frustrated
businessman.
Ferfirm.
law
Lrds grew outside a high-rise
to a maximum of 15
San Francisco, were married only hours, and use of company product entries, and participants
"I expect it to be a long, long ri, 55, left a rambling letter blamslice building as people returned
may attend
last September.
work for the first time since a time before people come to terms ing food additives, Pettit & Marsamples and prints all focus atten- either for a fee of $275 each. Both
'Inman burst inside, killing eight with any of this;" he said softly. tin and others for his woes.
Scully's father, Mall Scully, tion of specific problems applicable
will include 21 hours of instruction
"It's virtually impossible to put
••:fore committin suicide. S.
Mine,_than... 1.000 pr.4aple . said he hoped...hi" son's_ „Peat.) to the client,-e company and their .i&ticji *41 beActid fb!ily_firc1n02-10.
Pour more services were held senseless -deed like this into any • attended Tues'day's funeral for
would lead to stronger gun con- products.
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Marthauesday for the shooting victims; perspective.''
Engineering Drawing Basics and Layne Collins Center for Industry
trol laws.
John Scully, a 28-year-old attorThe gunman, Gian Luigi Fern, ney at the firm. Some dressed in
he eighth was scheduled for
"We will fail John and all the
AutoCAD,a workshop whichcom- and Technology. Tuition discounts
-xlay'. The city planned a public began his rampage at the law flowered shirts or purple leis to others involved if we don't try," - bines practical hand-on AutoCAD - arc available for groups of three or
firm Thursday, opening fire with honor his home state of Hawaii. Niall Scully said.
cry ice for Friday.
instruction and the application- of more.
Tuesday morning, attorney semiautomatic weapons. In all,
- Scully's father said Pettit & basic drafting principles and drawTo register or obtain additional
Scully's wife, Michelle, a
Richard Climan paused briefly eight people were killed and six
Martin would set up the John and ing conventions, will be featured • information call(502)762-3392;or
lawyer who was visiting her bus- Michelle Scully- Thin- Fund to July 26-213. The focus--61---this--- write the Training Coordinator, Of-, band's office, was wounded in support organizations pushing for workshop is to help participants fice of the Dean:College of Industry
the _attacic__but_survived--because -the---eliminatien-of-automatie-svea- ,gaitt a functional inovvIrdge ..0L— and Technologyl-Murrar-State-Oni---her husband shielded her with his pons and to educate young people. Planning and creating multivie* versity, 1 Murray Si, Murray, KY
body. Mrs. Scully, 27, hugged about the dangers of guns.
drawings in the field of mechanical 42071-3307.

Memorial grows as workers return to jobs
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----Remember-the 10th
1 For City Newspaper Carriers
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month-in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference: •
Please pay your carrier:promptly before the lOth_of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay -checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Miirray Ledger ir Times

Calm reported during counterculture gathering
MOUNT VERNON, Ky. (AP)
— A gathering of a national
counterculture group drew an
estimated 7,700 people to an
abandoned 'strip mine in southcentral Kentucky, but police
reported no serious incidents during the holiday weekend.
The Rainbow Family,
grounded -in American Indian
philosophy and 1960s value's,
gathers in a different state each
Fourth of July. But the group was
divided over where to meet this
year, and a send gathering
-drew a similar turnout in the Talladega- National Forest in
Alabama.
Many in the group are middleage hippies, while others are in
their late teens or early 20s,
drawn by the freedom and communal' values.
"It's like a huge tribe," said
Andrew, who — like other mem-

bets of the group — declined to vice spokesman Rick Wilcox.
use a last name.
Andrew's friend, Jennifer, 23,
They drove in from'as far as said the pair drove in from "the
California to pray for peace and
boring Midwest."
to commune apart from the strife
Jennifer came to celebrate life,
and materialism of "Babylon," she said, and to her, that includes
their word for the rest of the
wearing no top.
*orld.
"This is a free area. You can
Family members pitched nylon
act normal without getting
and canvas tents in the canyon
arrested," she said. When she
and along the wooded rim. They
wandered one time outside the
dug latrines and built a kitchen. remote camp, a ranger told her to
The gathering began Thursday
put on a shirt.
and ends Wednesday, but many
Jennifer said, "I was so
broke camp Monday. Those with.=offended."
.
out rides wandered through the
Bcarcub, an auto worker. from
camp, looking for a lift. Dozens
Michigan, said, "-I came because
plan, to stay on and cleanup the of my spiritual health. I have
site.
some hostilities that came from
Although some Rainbow Fami- ignorance."
ly members do not use last names
He sat in the nude on a blanket
for philosophical reasons, others outside his tent, combing his hair.
might be runaways or have crimi- His camp was spartan — just the
nal records and wish to remain tent; the blanket and a canopy.
anonymous, said U.S. Forest Ser- But he said, "I was thihking I

could get by with less."
The gathering "is sort of like
recharging your spiritual .batteries," said Bluefeathcr, 34,. an
unemployed factory worker from
North Canton, Ohio.
Bluefeather — "that's just my
Rainbow name" — used his
unemployment check to buy a
bus ticket to nearby Somerset.
"This is the first time I've
been to one of these that I've had
a definite ride," he said.
Wilcox said dozens of Pulaski
County residents have driven by
the camp, which sits at the end of
a 5-mile gravel road.
"It was quiet Sunday morning," he said, "then people
started coming out about 1
(p.m.). You could tell they'd gotten out of church, gone to eat,
then- decided to take a Sunday
drive."
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DON'T LET
YOUR HOME G T
WEATHERBEATEN
GUARD YOUR HOME
4
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Mird

$3

8 Pieces
plus...4 Homemade
Buttermilk Biscuits
Large Rice, Large
Side Salad
and 2 Liter Drink

Off Per Gal.

Moor Glo
MoorGard
Moor Life
Moore's House Paint

$2 Off

Creole
Fried
Chicken

exp.
fom
Bap
Shel
4024
---M

Per Gal.

All Exterior Stains
Including
Deck Stain

and
lug
sym
spec
thre
abtytei

$2Off Double Roll
Wallpaper
Give.your home
long-lasting beauty with weatherresistant MoorGard Low-Lustre
Latex House Paint. Choose from
,,.civer 1600 custom
and readyBenjamin
mixed colors

Moore

PAINTS

i)oor'Gard

1 Off
GO%Off

Borders

111aMin

918 S. 12th St. Bel-Air Center

We Accept any Compet,to,s
Ch.cken Coupons

Graber Mini Blinds

759-4979
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ter
Miss Estelle McDougal

MURRAY LEGGIN & TIM

Anne Shirley
dies at age 74

Carl Ray

Stock Niarket
Report

6

Final flies for Miss Estelle
McDougal were Monday at I
p m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
David Brasher officiated. Music
st as by Juanita Lee and Bobbie
Burkeen.
Pallbearers were Shawn Jones,
Tony Miller, Jimmy Forsythe,
Terry McDougal, Eddie Jackson
and Jimmy Shelton. Burial waS in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
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Miss McDougal, 76, Sharpe
Murray. died Sunday at
10:23 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include one sister.
Mrs. Vermeil Key. Rt. 7. Murray;
two nieces. Fran Forsythe, Princeton, and Susanne Jackson,
Paducah; three nephews. Gene
McDougal. Rt. 7, Murray. Bobby
McDougal, Benton, and Nelson
Key. Rt. 3, Murray.
Street,

Mrs. Lovie Pritchett
Services for Mrs. Lovic Pritchett were held Monday at 1.p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Terry Walter and
John Hicks officiated.
Burial was in Stewart Cemetery; at Dexter.
Mrs. Pritchett, 89, Rt. 1, Dexter. died Saturday at West View
Nursing Home, Murray. She,•.w.as
- a- inembe4 of .Dexter Church-of
Christ.
Her husband, Joe L. Pritchett,
and two sons, Harold Bill Pritchett and Sidney Pritchett, preceded

professor
registrax6 workrum of 15
lay attend
ich. Both
nstruction
[nuns&31.1
c Martha.
Industry
discounts
,1 three or

her in death. Born Aug. 25, 1903,
at Rockcastle, she was the
daughter of the late Harry Sills
and Signcy Fox Sills.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Hilda Duncan, Murray,
Mrs. Mary Griggs, Dexter, and
Mrs. Sadie Gattis, Benton; two
sons, Joe Edd Pritchett, Calvert
City, and Jimmy Dale Pritchett._
Dexter; one 6.ister,-Mrs: -Mary
Spears, Warren, Mich.; 14 grand!
children; 17 great-grandchildren;
five stcpgrandchildren; four
stepgreat-grandchi ldren.

Carl Ray, 83, Murray, died
today at 7:15 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
One son. Carl Robert Ray, preceded him in death. He was the
son of the late Houston Ray and
Mary Ray.

The -funeral for Mrs. Murrell
Smith was today at 11 a.m. in the
chlnel-of J H Churchill Funeral
Home.. Dr. Greg Earwood and
Tom Moody officiated. Music
was by Mrs. Allenc Knight,
organist, and Mrs. Nell Earwood
nd Steve Littlefield, singers.
Pallbearers were Gene Bailey,
David Bailey, Charles Park, Danny Ilarlow, Tommy Parker and
Steve Smith. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Smith, 75, Fairlane Drive,
Murray, died Sunday at 10:21

irray, KY

rig
S.
)rt of like
ual batter, 34, an
irker from

Mrs. Relma Lee Hood. 84, of
1132 Fairview Ave., Bowling
Green, died Tuesday at 12:07
pan. at Medical Center at Bowling Green.
Born Aug. 25, 1908, at Dukedom, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Tom White and Ira
Terry White.
The widow of Ben H. Hood,
she had been employed as a
receptionist for Dr. William
Russell.
She was a member of State
Street United Methodist Church
-,. United Methodist 'Worwen.'

Miss Martha Layton Durbin

Miss Martha Layton Durbin,
72, a resident of Lakeland
Wesley Village, Rt. 10, Benton,
died
Monday at 11 p.m. at her
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
residence.
Paducah.
She was born Dec. 31, 1920; in
Survivors include her husband, - Madison County, Tcnn., to the
Rudolph Smith; two sisters, Mrs. late William Edmond Durbin and
Lillian Ferguson, Rt. 4, Murray. Nora Elizabeth Nelson Durbin.
and Mrs. Mary Boggess, Murray; She was a member of Southside
brother-in-law, Freeman Wil- Baptist Church, Humboldt, Tenn.
Survivors include one sister,
loughby; three nieces, Mrs.
Dortha Bailey and husband, Mrs. Thelma Corinne Lewis and
Gene, and Mrs. Martha Parker husband, the Rev. Kendrick Lewand husband, Tommy, Murray, is, Paducah, formerly of Murray;
and Mrs. Betty - Dunn and husband, Johnny, Behrane, Iran; several great nieces and, nephews.
Funeral rites for T.R. Tripp are
today at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. James Sr., 87, Tulsa, Dr. T.A. Thacker and the Rev.
Okla., formerly of Calloway Jim Simmons are officiating.
County, died Saturday at. 6:34. Music is by Mrs. Oneida White,
p.m.
organist and soloist.
Survivors include one -son,
Pallbearers are Joe Grogan.
William V. James Jr., Tulsa; one Coffield Vance, Jimmy Vance,
sister, Mrs. Ruth J. Wilson, Mur- Rudy Tripp Jr., Timothy Coles,
ray; two grandchildren, Jennifer Jimmy Allen Tripp and Jack
Ann bland and husband, John Johnson. Burial will follow in
H., and John Edward James, Tul- Friendship Cemetery.
sa; two nephews, Dr. Bill Wilson
Mr. Tripp, 71, South 13th
and wife, Jan. Murray, and James Street, Murray, died Monday at
Frank Wilson and wife, Pat, Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; three great-neices;
three great-nephews.

. The funeral for William Vernon James Sr. ,will be Thursday
at 10:30 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Robert Saywell will
officiate.
Pallbearers will -be Hester
Hugh Brown, Cary Miller, Fred
Clark, Crmon Parks, Hubert Cunningham and L.K. Pinkley. Burial
will follow in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).

lay mornn people
about I
hey'd gotle to cat,
a Sunday

•

Woman dies after truck slips in gear

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
66-year-old Woodford County
woman was killed Tuesday when
her truck backed over her and
Funeral rites for Stanley Wood dragged her 50 feet in a parking
of Rt.
Murray were today at • lot, Lexington police said.
noon - at Brookhaven Christian
'Opal Wilson apparently Itft
Church, -Tulsa, Okla. Burial v1!ill her truck running and the gear
follow in Floral Haven Cemetery shift might have slipped, police
there.
said. When the truck rolled back,
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Wilson was trapped under the
Home had charge of local
wheel.
arrangements.
A bystander in the discount
Mr. Wood, 36. died Thursday
store's parking lot said she tried
at 11:50 p.m. at Murray- to help.
Calloway County Hospital.
"I couldn't get the door open
Survivors include his wife, because I think it was dented,"
Mrs. Sarah Bane Wood, to whom
Jennifer Locklar said. "I was tryhe was married on Jan. 2, 1984; ing to get it open and the truck
his parents, Hubert and Mary
backed over top of her."
Wilson Wood, Tulsa.

Stanley Wood

Mrs. Mary Calhoun Ahart
Funeral .rites for Mrs. Mary
Calhoun Ahart were Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev.
Jeff Hendricks officiated. Mrs.
Mac Perdue was organist. Burial
was in East End Cemetery,
Cadiz.
The family requested that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Kentucky
Baptist Children's Home, 10801
Shelbyville Rd., Middleton, Ky.
40243-9954.
Mrs. Ahan, 83, Murray, died

11 al-‘larl

Sunday at 2:40,p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Wilard L yons'se market mase•
UNC

Survivors include one daughter, l'111.S. Edna C. McKinney,
Murray; one son, Kelsie B. Calhoun, and one sister, Mrs. Ruby
Peal, Trigg County; one brother,
Hobart Luton, Paducah; four
grandchildren, Mary E. Fike,
Nashville, Tenn., Martha M.
Parker, Murray, Traccy B. Calhoun, Hopkinsville, and Mike W.
Calhoun; five greatgrandchildren.
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Leaflets
Federal-State Market Neves Sercke July 7, 1413
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Mallon' Receipts: Act. 342, F.st. 1111 garrotes &
Gills Steady Soms Steady
55 1-2 23/1-2511
54163047.110
S 1-2 211.2311 lbs.543.511-44.110
LS 2•3 230-260 lb..
544.41-411-511
LS 3-4 214-274 lbs...
545.1111411.1111

Sows
LS 1.2
US 1-3
US 1.3
1,5 1-3
LS 24
Boars

274.3541 lb..
3011.401/ lb..--4441-525 lbs.525 and up
34111.514 lb..-_

-532.14.33.04
...___-$33.011.34.1Ni
S33.1M.34.1111
-534.1111.34.011
1.14.1111.32.114

Our Best Investeru.nt Is You.
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is • &mar 105E sea SP:

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call UF Fr- Rates
East Main St.
753-4461
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40e Off I er Plick
Winston-Marlboro
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Doral_

Come in and
check our
other specials.'
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Hollnd Motor Sales

OPEN 24 HOURS

811

PuCO unchanged

Ac'.
1-•o•
/$;zi
Upoq

'4.00 Off C
Best Value - Gpc
Kings $7.52
100's $7-80

Sycamore, :11 u rray •

753-7 3:1:1

-15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items
-PCS -Medimet
-BC-BS -Paid State Aid
-Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

•
Illustrating a point in a recent presentation, Eastern Kentucky
- University Mens' tennis coach Tom Higgins talked to area high school
and middle school coaches about "recognizing drug use by athletes."
Higgins was keynote speaker at Murray State for the sports medicine
symposium sponsored by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.• A
special agent for the F.B.I. before his coaching days,Higgins has served
three years on the NCAA Council On Drug Abuse. Ninety-two coaches
attended the hospital's annual all day workshop which was sanctioned
by the KHSAA and the Kentucky Medical Association.

Murray Oncology Associates

CHIROPRACTIC

announces the opening
of his practice in

FOR BETTER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

HEEDING EARLY SIGNS
The earliest signs of failing health are
seldom dramatic or frightening. Often they
-appear to be nothing more than muscular
aches or pains. Rut whatever the particular
symptom, if it persists Of recurs regularly,
see your chiropractor. Ii may not be a
serious or life-threatening matter, but why
suffer needlessly? A great majority of socalled "everyday" ailments ate relieved by
chiropractic. Your problem is eliminated
by removing the cause - not by suppressing
symptoms temporarily with aspirin or
some other drug.
Pinching or pressure on nerves in the
spine is one of the most coninonproblems
resulting from everyday stress or strain. It

can account for any of the common
symptoms of ill health. Modem chiropractic health care is unequaled in its ability to
eliminate these symptoms byremoving the
cause. However, its greatest value hes in
its ability to prevent these problems and
keep your body working properly. Regular
snsAs to your chiropractor irone of the best
ways of buying real, health insurance

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical Oncologist
(Cancer Specialist)

Suite 283W
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)759-4199
Monday - Friday 9 a.m.-4•30 p,m

•
••••

Dr. Mary

BroerIngnityer
—Chiropractor—
4 miles Lag on Hwy. 94
753-2%2

s

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Wilson was taken to the University of Kentucky Hospital
where she later died.

'Cool Marlboro
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T.R. Tripp

William Vernon James Sr.
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Mrs,. Relma Lee Hood

Mrs. Munell Smith

additional
!-3392; or
nator, Off Industry

Survivors include two sons,
Benny Ray, Fulton, Ill., and
Houston Ray, Murray.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Anne
Shirley. who began her career as
child actress Dawn O'Day and
gained adult stardom in "Anne of
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Green Gables," "Stella Dallas"
Home will be in charge of and other films, las died -of lung
arrangements.
cancer. She was 74.
Miss Shirley, who retired after
making "Farewell My Lovely"
in 1944. died Sunday at her
and associate member of home, said Tom Turner, 3 friend
Mother's Club.
• of 15 years. She had been ill for
Survivors include one son, several years, friends said.
Tom Hood, Bowling Green; half
Born Dawn Paris in 1919, Miss
sister. Mrs. Don Hillmer, Spring- Shirley was steered into acting by
field, Va.; five grandchildren; her mother, said Betty Furness, a
two great-grandchildren.
longtime friend who, like Shirley,
The funeral will be Saturday at - was a teenage actress at RKO
10 a.m. in the chapel of J.C. Kir- -studios in the 1930s,.
by & Son Funeral Home, BowlMiss Shirley's credits included
ing Green. Dr. Donald E. Rankin "So Big" (1932). "Vigil in the
and Dr. Don Davis will officiate. Night" (1941), "West Point
Widow" (1941) and "All That
'Burial will follow in Fairview
Money Can Buy" (1941).
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
A career watershed came in
e from 5 io8p.di. 'Friday. 1935,Awfiert-the- Ove up he.
star name and became Anne Shirley with the success of "Anne of
Green Gables." "Anne of Windy
Poplars" in 1940 was less
two brothers, J.C. Durbin and
successful.
wife, Ann, Humboldt, Tenn., and
She received an Academy
William D. Durbin and wife,
Award nomination for best supCharlotte, Erin, Tenn.; several
porting actress for "Stella Dalaunts, uncles, nieces and
las" in 1937.
nephews. - But acting was never her first
The funeral will be Friday at 1
love, said Miss Furness.
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Chur"I think it was something her •
chill Funeral Home. The Rev. mother had pushed her into," she
Dan Leslie will officiate. Burial said. "She did what she was told
will follow in Salem Cemetery, and as soon as she didn't have to
Gasden, Tenn.
do it, she didn't. ...
"Not that she wasn't a good
Friends may call'at the funeral
actress. She was good at it, no
home after 4 p.m. Thursday.
question about that," said Miss
Furness. "But that didn't make
her like it.''
Miss Shirley was married to
5:55 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
actor John Payne from 1937 to
Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, 1943 and to producer-writer
Mrs. Marjorie Lovett Tripp; one Adrian Scott from 1945 to 1949.
daughter, Mrs. Jenna Bucy and Her third husband, screenwriter
hu)J3and, Jimmy, Rt. 4, Murray; Charles Lederer, died in 1976.
one sister, Mrs. Sylvia Holland,
Friends said a private memorMurray; two brothers, T.T. Tripp ial service would be scheduled
and wife, Edith, Paducah, and later this month. She is survived
Rudy Tripp and, wife, Mattic by a daughter, Julie Anne Payne
Ann, Murray; two grandchildren, Towne, and a son, Daniel Davies
Richard Bucy and Curtis B4,cy. Lederer.
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Group calls
for curbing
jury trials

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

•17

. .• •

--Prices Good
July 7 Thru
July 13

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

CrinnEn1

111Fcpcocli
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Boston Butt-

FOra Lean

US Choice

1 59

Beef
Liver

Lb

Partin s
1 Lb

Ecknch 1 Lb

Lb

111

Bologna or
Jumbo Franks

Sausage
$ 49

$ 1 59

69cLo

Miss.Goldy Grade 'A

tean

Ground Round

Pork Roast
1 39

Pork Steak

1
19'
$2

Owen's iest

Lb

Whole Fryers

Pond Raised

Catfish
Fillets

Lb.
Limit 3

Basic Card
Reading

Lt

US. Choice BonelesS.

U.S. Choice Boneless

Oscar Mayer Sliced

U.S. Choice

Sirloin Tip Steak
5

Sirloin Tip or fiump Roast
39

Bacon

Round Steak
1 49

2

Catsup
32 oz

Reg or Low Salt

Apple
Juice

Vienna
Sausage
(,),

Lb.

64 oz

69
'

$1

$ is

Hormel

Hyde Park

Lb

09

Sunsweet

Prune
Juice

Lb.

2/89'

American Ace Special Roast

Coffee

89

11.5 oz.

Minute Maid Frozen

Peaches

Lemonade, Limeade
or Berry Punch

29 oz
Golden Wheat

Mixed Beans

Mac. & Cheese

Blue Bonnet
7 25 oz

4/1

Ragu 24 oz

169

Chicken Tonight

46 oz

3 lb

Hickory 10 Lb.

Charcoal Briquets

69' Dressings
Manwich Sauce
99' Pickles
220z 99
Detergent
' Cool Whip

Sweet Relish

gap!

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper 12

$159

Light Spread
Hidden Valley Ranch

Hyde Park Hot Dog & Dill

Prairie Farms

2% Milk

20, 89
'

99

Bush Pinto, Great Northern &

Fruit Juice

'
99

Rosedale Yellow Cling
Halves or Sliced

Juicy Juice Real

59

16 oz
Hyde'Park Hamburger Sliced Dill

10 oz

Hunt's

32 oz

15.5 oz.

Pk

Birdseye

Dove Dishwashing

Brawny Single Roll

Paper Towels

West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
46 A 9 7 4 2
V Q .1 9
•Q 8
J 62
WEST
EAST
+5
+ K6
gif 1086
• 10 73'
.
•J 96 5 42
AKO 1083
+94
SOUTH
•Q J 1083
✓ A 74 2
•A K
+75
The bidding:

West

Bath Tissue 4 Roll

Boneless S1.69

4U OZ
$1

Northern

15 oz

Contract Bridge

79

Lb

Hyde Park

LONDON (AP) — A royal
commission appointed to probe
the failures of England's courts
and constables has called for
restrictions on the ancient right of
trial by jury.
.The "proposal, intended to
relieve -court.congestion, was one
of hundreds in a report released
Tuesday that set off immediate
controversy. The report left the
.government with a difficult decision about whether to propose
legislation to curb jury trials.
"Once you start tinkering with
that you are tinkering with a fundamental freedom," said Richard
Ferguson, chairman of the Criminal Bar Association.
The Royal Commission on
Criminal Justice was appointed
.after several IRA bombing convictions were reversed on appeal.
Its proposals, which apply only
to England and Wales, could be
implemented only by legislation.
Scotland and Northern Ireland
have separate legal systems.

We Buy

8 oz

$279
$239
89'
99'

Home Grown

North

East

South

3+,,
Pass
Pass
3 46
Pass
4+
Opening lead — king of clubs.
The aim of an elimination play is
,to compel a defender — when he is
thrust into the lead later in the play
— to make a return that costs him a
trick. Take this case where South is
in four spades and West leads the K Q-A of clubs, declarer ruffing the
third club..
, •
-South now leads the trump queen,
on which West plays the five. It would
be wrong to finesse, considering
West's three club bid, because West
would have opened one club, not
three, Irsd he held the guarded king
of spades and A-K -Q-10-8-3 of clubs.
So Siaith goes up with the ace,
hoping to catch the singleton king or
develop an endpitt5..0osi1ion against
East later on. After East follows low
to the ace, South cashes the_A-K of
diamonds,eliminating thatimit,and
then puts East on lead with a trump.
East is now endplayed::If he re- turns a dia'mond',South ruffs in his
hand,discarding the heart nine from
dummy. A subsequent heart finesse
brings home the contract. If East
instead returns a heart at trick eight,
South follows low, winning the trick
in dummy,and takes a second heart
finesse to make the contract.
Note that ifSouth takes the trump
finesse at trick four he goes down
one. East wins with the king,returns
a trump,and East-Westscore a heart
trick eventually, assuming they defend correctly.
Oddly enough, the contract can
,be defeated if East makes the extraordinary play of ruffing his
partner's ace ofclubs with the king of
spades at trick three and returns a
trum p or a diamond. Declarer is helpless against this defense.
It just goes to show that it sometimes pays to trump partner's trick.
The trick is to know when to do it.
Tomorrow: Good
management pays off.

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast
P(

Owens Best 9 Pc.
Owens Best
Whole

BBQ Chicken
89

3 $3
5
9

Lb

Owens Famous
Honey Baked or
Pit Baked

Ham
Lb

la

Emge
American

Cheese
99

$2

b

Fried Chicken
2 Legs - 2 Thighs
3 Breast - 2 Wings

99

Premium
Golden Ripe

Washington State
Red Delicious

Bananas

Apples

Pencil Green

Onions or
Cucumbers

3)1 69 3/1
Lb

Georgia

U.S. No. 1
5 Lb. Red

Tomatoes

Potatoes

39!

••4

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans whkh
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
ont‘u 1:

p.

Large Stcilk

Broccoli

994

79!

Jamas R. JaChaon
Woodman Bldg.
3rd Maple, Murray
7S3-8113

O

k

Woodmen

of the World
Life Insurance Society
Monroe05k e Ousoka, Flebragha
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Newspapers
combined by
new owners

4

GEORGETOWN, Ky. —
Georgetown's two weekly newspapers will, be combined into a
twice-weekly publication, its new
owners announced.
The owners of the new publication, the Georgetown NewsGraphic, include Georgetown
Newspapers Inc., a newly formed
corporation with an Alabama
connection.
The- Georgetown Graphic
reported Saturday that the new
owners were Robert A. Scott,
who has been publisher and owner of the Georgetown News, and
the Lancaster family of Gadsden,
Ala.
Records filed with the state
and the Scott County Clerk's
office under the name James D.
Lancaster. The Lancasters also
co-own newspapers in Murray
and Pikeville with "publishers of
those
newspapers in
communities.
Scott will become publisher,
officer and director of Georgetown Newspapers Inc., according
to the Graphic article. The combined newspaper will be published Wednesdays and
Saturdays.
Late last year Scott rescued the
News from being closed by its
former owner, Scripps League.
When Scripps made the
announcement in Decemeberg to
shut down the newspaper the next
day, Scott stepped in and bought
the paper.
The Graphic had ben owned
by Georgetown Realtor Doug
Smith under the name Frye Printing Co. Inc.
Smith, who deelined to discuss
the change Saturday, was quoted
in the Graphic as. saying that he
and Scott worked together to
choose the right buyer.

Sunny Delight

Citrus
Punch
64 oz.

FOODS

$500
.
Limit 3 Please!

JULY 1993 1

WT FS
MI 7 8 9 10
1213

2-titer-Bottte-_88°-

Mrs. Butterworth's

Sunlight

Pancake Mix

Dishwashing Detergent

Pre. Price

Iulec

$1 39
2 Lb. Box

Bottle

Efanner

'

Bailiff* Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

Hungry Jack

Crisco or
Puritan

Instant Potatoes
Buy One For
Get One

vAaertdiet1119

—Vinyl Siding

'

Fields Chestnut

Round
Steaks

Bulk Pack

3 Lb. or More
_

Bacon
Wieners

Tip Steaks

11

Lb. Pkg.

Field - All Varieties

$11 77

1 56

—Fields Finest - Reg. or Thick Slice

$1 48

Bologna

Lb..

Value-Pack

Shoulder Swiss Steak

1
Lb. Pkg. .
78C

Farmland

SI 57

Chuck Steak

Lb Pkg.

$148

Field

Lb..

Value-Pack

$1 67
.1b.

Value-Pack

Smoked Picnics (Sliced Free). Lb.

Minute Steak

D&T's Own Store-Made

Italian Sausage or
i3ratwu

$11 27

Ground Chuck

Lb.

Sno-White

Mushrooms

Bananas

Cucum er
or Bell Peppers

8 oz. Pkg.

Peaches

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
Jackson
Bldg.
1, Murray

dmen
World

e Society

Soz
Box.

FREE!

Limit 3 Pieasel

Ael GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial 8t. Residential)

PEP5I

24 Pk.
12oz. Can

Hillary Clinton
chooses stylist
for low-brow rate
TOKYO (AP) — Eschewing
Christophe and his $200 HollyI., wood cut, Hillary Rodham Clinton invited a Washington stylist
to the economic summit to coif
her high-profile hair at a lowbrow rate: $17, a spokesman said,
"every time he touches her
•
hair."
The early reviews were good.
Mariko Hayashi, wife of the
Japanese finance minister, said of
Mrs. Clinton today: "She looks
really cute. Before, she looked a
little like a bookworm. She looks
so much better."
The stylist rs Sylvain Melloul,
owner of a small chain of salons
called Visage Express.
Melloul's fee is not as hairraising as the standard rates of
Frederic Fekkai ($275) and
Christophe ($200), the celebrity
stylists whose work on the first
lady and President Clinton confounded the president's middleclass image.
Ned Lattimore, spokeswoman
for the first lady, said Mrs. Clinton wgs not trying to make a
statement with the selection of
Melloul.
"We've been using Sylvain for
a while. We just didn't talk about
it," he said today.
The stylist plans to pluck and
preen between each of Mrs. Clinton's variOus events and, "He
gets $17 every time he touches
her hair, not just when he cuts
it," Lattimore said.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, -Dr. Pepper
or Mountain Dew

'FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020
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Jefferies, Zeile combine hot bats
to drive in key runs in 5-4 victory
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Gregg Jefferies is having a ball with the St.
Louis Cardinals, a far cry from
the days of being far out of the
chase with the New York Mets
and later the Kansas City Royals.
"I'm having a good time being
in a pennant race," Jefferies said
after leading the Cardials to a
5-4 victory Tuesday night over
the Atlanta Braves. "I'm really
seeing the ball."
Jefferies homered and had
three RBisrand Todd Zeite-drove
in the winning run as the Cardinals rallied in the ninth inning.
With Philadelphia losing to the
Los Angeles Dodgers. the Cardinals moved within six games of
first place in the National League
East.
—
"This would have been a terrible loss for us," Jefferies "said;"To blow a 3-0 lead when we
have a chance to gain a game on
the Phillies would have been real-

"I think this will give us a lift.
The whole team is playing well."
The Cardinals trailed 4-3 after
the Braves scored two runs in the
eighth inning off reliever Omar
Olivares.
Luis Alien led off the ninth
with a single to center and was
bunted to second by Ozzie Smith.
Jefferies singled to score Alicea
and went to second on the play at
the plate. He scored on Zeile's
single to' left to make a loser- of
reliever Mike Stanton (4-3), -whoopened the ninth.
As valuable as the victory was
to St. Louis, the defeat was difficult for Atlanta, which fell to
eight games behind San Francisco in the NL West.
"This is really a disappointing
loss after we came back to take
by Cox said. "They didn't hit a
lot of balls hard. offStanton, they
just hit them in the right spots."
Lee Guetterman (1-0) pitched

the ninth to earn his first win of
the season.
Cardinals starter Bob Tewskbury held the Braves scoreless
over the six innings and left with
a 3-0 lead.
Tewksbury, who was seeking
his sixth straight win, allowed no
walks in his six innings. Tewksbury has walked only six batters
in 112 2-3 innings this year.
The Cardinals built their lead
on a two-run homer in the first by
-Jeffcries 'and an
single by
Zeile in the third off Tom
Glavine.
The Cardinals took a 2-0 lead
in the first on Jefferies' 12th
homer after Alicea lead off with a
single.
Jefferies has raised his average
from .261 to .344 since June I,
and-has hit-safely in- 17 of his last
18 games. He now has a .450
lifetime average off Glavine.
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Former 'Breds ace Rueter
makes debut with Montreal
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Former Murray State pitcher
Kirk Rueter will make his
major league baseball debut
tonight after being called up
from the minor leagues by the
Montreal Expos.
A left-hander, Rueter will
start against the National
League Western Division leading San Francisco Giants
tonight at Montreal.
The 1991 Ohio Valley Conference Baseball Player of the
Year, Rueter compiled a 20-12

STEVE PARKER/Ledger .1 Times photo

Woodcrafter's Galleries first baseman Dustin Sutton fields a slow roller and lunges to tag out a
Mr. Gatti's baserunner during last night's action in the Murray-Calloway County Park League
Tournament.

three-year record with the Thoroughbreds, posting an 11-2
record and 1.20 earned run
average as a junior. His ERA
was second in the NCAA Division I baseball, and he finished
the season with a school-record
18 2/3 consecutive scoreless
innings streak while leading
Murray State to its most recent
OVC regular-season championship. After the season, he was
drafted and signed by the
Expos.
Rueter began the 1993 season
with Montreal's AA Harrisburg
club where he posted a 5-0
record with a 1.36 ERA before

being promoted to AAA Ottawa
on May 27. There he was 4-2
with a 2.74 ERA before being
promoted yesterday to
Montreal.
Rueter becomes the fifth
Murray State alumnus to play
major league baseball, following Pat Jarvis (Atlanta Braves,
1966-72; Montreal Expos,
1973), Jack Perconte (Los
Angeles Dodgers, 1980-81;
Cleveland Indians, 1982-83;
Seattle Mariners, 1,984-85: and
Chicago White Sox, 1986), Carl
Powis (Baltimore Orioles,
1957) and Lou Rochelli (Brooklyn Dodgers, 1944).
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NATIONAL LEAGUE

Davis silences detractors
with big night for Dodgers
By DICK

13R1NSTER

AP Sport's Writer

Who said Eric Davis is washed
up?
Practically everybody. .
But a closer examination of the
numbers — at least on the Los
Angeles Dodgers' current road
trip — shows the 3I-year-old
outfielder may have something
left after all.
"I think I'm headed in the
right direction," Davis said Tuesday night after leading the Dodgers to a 7-5 victory over the Philadelphia Phillies. "I keep striving, working, trying to develop
consistency."
Davis is 7-for-18 on the road
trip, a .388 pace. He had three
hits Tuesday, including his eighth
homer — he hit just five all of
last season — and drove in three

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco 13, Montreal 5
- Los Angeles 7, Philadelphia 5
New York 9, San Diego 7
Chicago 3, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 10, Houston 3
Colorado 8, Florida 3
St. Louis 5, Atlanta 4
runs. But Davis, now batting .235
after a dreadful start, knows he
has a long way to go to appraoch
the kind of numbers he put as one
of the league's most feared hitters in the late 1980s.
"You have to do it two; three
weeks, not two, three days," he
said.
But Davis is encouraged by his
recent improvement, which has
him at 37 RBIs exactly halfway
through the season. He finished

In LIRRAY 208 E. Main
SUPPLY COMPANY 753-3361
Inc.
June 28-July 10
Simmons

dr

Frost-Proof Yard Hydrant

with 32 last season.
"I'm not missing my pitches,"
Davis said after the Dodgers
ended a seven-game Veterans
Stadium losing streak. "I'm
swinging at strikes, taking balls.
That's the key."
Davis also is among the league
leaders with 23 stolen bases after
swiping just 19 last season.
Pedro Astacio (7-4) worked
six-plus innings to win his fourth
straight decision for the Dodgers.
He allowed four hits, four runs,
struck out four and walked five.
Jim Gott got the final five outs
for his 15th save.
Curt Schilling (8-5) lasted five
innings, losing for the fourth
straight time. He gave up six runs
on nine hits as the Phillies lost
for the sixth time in nine games.

Patriots'sign
top QB Bledsoe
to 6-year deal
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Spode Writer
BOSTON — Drew Bledsoe
needs time to get used to his
overnight rise to riches, just as
he'll need patience before New
England Patriots Coach Bill
ParCells lets him quarterback
the team.
He hopes the second adjustment comes sooner than the
first.
"Money doesn't bring status," the top choice in April's
NFL draft said Tuesday after
signing a six-year contract.
"A big goal of mine is to
change as little as possible
because I'm pretty happy right
now."
The contract "is the heaviest commitment that a team
has ever made" to a draft
choice, said Leigh Steinberg,
Bledsoe's agent.
Steinberg said the deal,
signed nine days before training camp, is worth an average
of $2.48 million per year,
placing its value at $14.88
million, with a $4.5 million
signing bOnus paid up front.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE

Stewart rescues Jays
with 5-1 win over Sox
By The Associated Press

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Toronto 5, Chicago 1
-Detroit 4, Minnesota 1
Texas 11, Milwaukee 1
Baltimore 8, Kansas City 0
California 3, Boston 2
Seattle 12, New 'York 4
Cleveland 11, Oakland 8

Just when it seemed Toronto •
was about to waste the rest of its
lead in the AL East, Dave Stewart came through with the type of
game that made him a four-time
20-game winner.
"Stewart certainly built, up a
reputation for picking guys up in
Oakland," Paul Molitor said.
That's what he did for the Blue pitched out of trouble all night
Jays on Tuesday night. Stewart, for his 150th career victory.
allowed five hits in six shutout
Danny Cox and Duane Ward
innings and Pat Borders drove in finished up for the Blue Jays,
two runs as the Toronto beat the with Ward striking out the side in
Chicago White Sox 5-1 Tuesday the ninth.
night and stopped its season-high
Jack McDowell (12-6) lost his
losing streak at five games.
second straight start, allowing
"I've always felt that the play- five runs and seven hits in six
ers had confidence in me in those innings. His frustration showed in
situations, and that helps my con- the sixth, after he allowed a twocentration," Stewart said:
run single to Molitor. When
Toronto increased its lead to McDowell.walked off the mound,
two games over the second-place he had words with home plate
New York Yankees, who are umpire Jim McKean and had to
struggling on the West Coast. be restrained by teammates.
Stewart (4-3) allowed baserun"I was just trying to spark this
ners in the first six innings, but club," McDowell said.
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UK-bound Epps flirts with NCAA danger
LEXINGTON (AP) — University of Kentucky basketball
recruit Anthony Epps and Kentucky State signee Michael Douglas might have violated NCAA
rules after winning $175 in a
three-on-three tournament last

weekend, a newspaper reported.
Thytnoney was kept by a third
teambate, who had paid the entry
fee to play in the tournament in
Marion County, Epps told The
Courier-Journal. Before the tournament began he knew he

couldn't accept prize money if aren't allowed to receive money
his team won, Epps said.
for playing their scholarship
"The man that ran the tournasport. Both players could lose
ment even told us, 'If y'all win, their college eligibility.
you know you can't take the
Douglas and Epps played for
money." Epps said.
Under NCAA rules, athletes •TURN TO PAGE 3B

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Grand Classic Tires
•
Treadwear Protection Warranty

FREE MOUNT
AND
COMPUTER BALANCE

• Hand wheel designed to lock flow Of %viler at
rate desired.
•Solid brass rod through brass packing nut will
not rust and cut into packing.

( Cooper
TIRES

As Low As

$5995

WAREHOUSE TIRE

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price'

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Serve
512 South 12th St., Murray

•
-•
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MOWSCA .

Racers extend Edgar deal;
contract reaches 1996-97

MURRAY-CALLOWAY SWIM TEAM
cavils a strong challenge. Murray-Calloway InvirfW111198

pulled out a
704•752 victory at Marion Nathan Hugh*, and Scott Kafka wont uncle
reated in individual *vents whit* David Moors. Larkin Phapot. Katie MeNoary. Amy Meloan and Brandon Kettle won mutt* test piece ribbons
MCCST's boys relay teams distinguished themselves by winning 10 out
of 10 events Eight and under boys Adam Folsom. Aidan Sehmeckpeper.
Chad Culp and David Moore swept both the medley and free relays Jo*
featin the 0
Clark, Jared Sammons. Brian Hughes. Brian Blankenship. JoiyWood1s.
Nathan Hughes, and Brandon Krellie accomplished this same
and under categories. Claiming fast place honors in the 100-meter medley
and free relays were upper division swimmers Justin Paschall. Jason BritLain. Scott Kettle. Ryan Domescia. Bob Setter and Sam Green
In the gals competition, the eight and under team of Madeleine Phi!pot,
Jennie Jones, Elizabeth Johnson. and Amy Norsworthy swam for a biue
ribbon finish in the free style relay. The consistent place-earnieg perfor•
mances of Alice Hunt and Brooke Brinain-also contributed significantly to
the team's ability to win -a close meet.
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IRVING, Texas (AP)- Dallas Cowboys quarterback Troy Aikman, who
underwent surgery June 19 for a herniated disc, says he'll be in Austin
! when the team opens training camp next week.
Aikman said he II continue light workouts until about the first week in
August, when the Cowboys leave for London to play Detroit. Dr. Robert
Watkins, who performed the surgery, has said it would be safest for Aik man to stay out at least 12 weeks. Ailunan's timetable would have him out
seven to eight weeks before his first full workout.
NEW YORK (AP)-Dennis Byrd, who broke his neck in a game for the
New York Jets last Nov. 29, has signed as an analyst for CBS Sports.
Byrd. initially paralyzed from the neck down but now able to walk, was
hired for six games by CBS Senior vice president Rick Gentile.
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State men's basketball
head Coach Scott Edgar has
received a one-year contract
extension in action taken by the
university's board of regents at
its most recent meeting.
Edgar. who previously had a
four-year contract with the
school, now is under contract
through the '1996-97 academic

appreciate this coMMilt
merit to our basketball proglans
as taken bs the board of regents."
k1SU ditc.tof of athletics Mike
Strickland Nal& -Scott has taken
our Nois4u, to great heights and
national re..ognition, and ye base
no doubt that we're on the
threshold of even greater 'accomplishments in the coining years
under his direction."

Shaq hits Indiana
for acting debut

FRANKFORT, Ind. (-AP) - sity. The movie co-stars Mary
McDonnell, who also appeared in
Shaquille
led a celluloid
"Dances
With Wolves."
"Dream Team" into this tiny,
Visitors began filing into
overstuffed town Tuesday, where
Frankfort, abqui 50 miles non hthousands squeezed in to see Holaywoott---rneet-ibe-hardwood:---west---44-4fifkanapetbs-rj-iwer
the
-BASEB-Att.-+
holiday weekend. Woodruff esti
O'Neal and recent NBA firstmated the number of newcomers
round draft picks Anfcrnee HardHOUSTON (AO)- Greg Swindell's homecoming season took another
has increased by about 15 percent
wrong turn wheri the Houston Astros put him on the 15-day disabled list
away, Calbert Cheaney, Bobby
with of a strained left shoulder. Swindell, who signed a four-year, $17 mildaily.
Hurley and Greg Graham are
lion free-agent contract last winter, was booed at the Astrodome on MonThe 27-member police force
among
the
players
on
hand
to
day after dropping to 6-8 in a 10-4 loss to St. Louis.
has been working lots of overfilm scenes for Nick Nolte's
NEW YORK (AP)-Texas first baseman Rafael Paimeiro, who-hit .414
time directing traffic and providupcoming movie "Blue Chips."
with three homers and eight RBIs last week, is the Al player of the week.
ing- security .for film crews pie-'
Chicago outfielder Sammy Sosa, who had a 6-for-6 game agaiost Color"He is quite a sight," Frankado and hit .538 with two homers and six RBIs, was honored in the NL.
paring the high school arena.
,
fort nlaycir Harold Woodruff said
'LOS ANGELES (APT-7N funeral forlatfltastfatmnaitcher -Don ry - of O'Neal, the 7-foot, 300-pound
home of the Frankfort'llor-Dogs.
dale will be held Monday in suburban Glendale. Drysdale, 56, who starred
Paramount will give away free
NBA rookie of the year. "And
for the Dodgers in Brooklyn and Los Angeles. died Saturday in Montreal of
hot dogs, soda and peanufs to all
there's some other good-sized
a heart attack
spectators at thq garws. The areMen out there,- too"
na holds about 5,100, and all four
AUTO RACING
Also scheduled to play in the
sessions are sold out. The movie
four-game filming from Thursday
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP)- A three-member NASCAR panel lifted
company has dedicated about St
through Monday are Matt Novcr
the suspensions Of driver Ken Schrader and car owner Joe Hendrick,
million to- pay for expenses in Reynolds,
teammates
Chris
and
Pepsi
accused of using an illegal carburetor in qualifying for Saturday's
Frankfort,.. Woodruff Said.
.
of -Chcaney's and Graham's at
400.
"
This is probably the most
Indiana University.
Schrader and Hendrick, who were each fined $5,000, had been suspended for four races, beginning Sunday at Loudon, N.H., after inspectors
exciting week ever in frankfort.
"
Last spring, Nolte visited
found holes drilled in the carburetor and manifold in an apparent effort to
the mayor said.
Indiana to study. _Hoosier coach
get more air past the required restrictor plates.
After filming in
Franktert
Bob Knight. Knight and Kentucky 'coach Rick Pitino will have - through July 15, the, scene shifts
to New Orleans before returning
parts in the movie.
to French Lick, the hometown of
It all adds up to a recipe for
Larry Bird, for a parade July 24.
hysteria in basketball-mad
_Other sports movies thit have
Indiana.
been. filmed .in - Indiana
"We've probably never had
that many superstars in one place "Breaking Away."
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP)
Wimbledon that his daughter's
at one time," said Woodruff, 60, -Eight Men Out,""A League of
- Monica Seles lost her No. 1 foot injury was worse than previTheir Own
"and "Rudy," which
a Frankfort native Who took
nnking to a 'tab wound in her ou.sly discloqeit
is dile for tefease this Tall-.
servJanuary
1992
after
office
in
Steffi
back. Now die new No. 1,
Graf's doctor recommended ing as_police Chief. "We're just
Director Oliver Stone was in
Graf, has an injured right foot
part
be
Tuesday that- shc
'Hammond
for three days7 last
of
4."
• tisippy to
a
that has sidelined her as well.
overdue break from tennis. Dr.
month
shooting
scenes for his .
10,000
Woodruff
estimated
date
There is no exact return
Hartmut - Krahl, who has been
for either player, although Graf treating Graf occasionally at an tourists will be in Frankfort (pop. next movie, *.‘Natural Born Kill15,168) by the - time filming ers,' starring Woody Ilzirrelson.
could be back in about three to
Essen clinic, said she should not
begins Thursday at Frankfort and Robert Downey if
out
both
four weeks. That'll keep
have played at Wimbledon.
"I think this is something
High School's Case Arena.
of the Federation Cup this month,
- She is suffering from an
that's developed over time,"_ said
The 30-year-old facility has
and possibly the U.S. Open after
inflammation of a tendon - a been transformed into the "Dol- Jane Rulon of the Indiana Filin
that.
condition known as periostitis.
Seles w,as.the top-ranked.ptay- Kraftl will check her again next phip. Por,tie" for the !novice jn Commission."I think the aware .in -11011;Wood
which Nolte plays a coach trying " ness is 611(144
er in the. world when she was
week, and "Then we'll decide qn
that
.
we.
are
here
anethat
e hae
progrejuvenate
the.basketball
to
stabbed by a spectator during'a
a plan to recuperate, he said. ram at fictitious Western Univer- Some wonderful locations here
on
Hamburg:Germany,
in
match
April 30. Graf won the French
Open,‘ replaced Seles as No. 1,
me, This
and then won Wimbledon.
0147 to Newspaper
But Graf hurt her foot during
the last week of the French Open,
vei4Or Contains
an injury that did not get better.
2B
PAGE
FROM
Her father, Peter Graf, said after
Recycled Newsprint.
"I don't think it's serious, or
Marion County, last season's real serious," said John Bostiek,
state champions.
Kentucky's director. of com-_
Epps said he thought NCAA pliance. - "But anything that
rules didn't apply to him because makes a potential problem with
-the-N-CAA=is
larShilp with -Kelitiieiy. -Last summer the NCAA didn't
Epps reported the potential penalize three Michigan players
violation- to Kentucky assistant who violated rules unwittingly by
FROM PAGE 2B
Billy Donovan on Tuesday. Ken- receiving $300 each for judging a
Glavine did not return after a
tucky, plans to turn over its inves- slam-dunk contest. The players
52- minute rain delay in the fourth
tigation to the NCAA today.
later returned the money.
inning. He allowed up three runs
Chivas Regal
'
Crawford's
on six hits, with no strikeouts or
Scotch
, $46.57
walks, in his three innings.
$16.45
"The rain_delay killed Glavin,
Scotch
out
there,
"
Dewars
couldn't
go
back
he
Dawson s
1 75 L $33.95
Cox explained.
Scotch
The Braves scored on Sid
$15.42
Bream's two-run homer, his
J&B Scotch
eighth of the season, in the
1751 $33.95
Highland
seventh off reliever Omar OliDrummer
vares. Bream's homer came after
Johnny Walker
175L$15.42
a double by Ron Gant.
Red
Cluny Scotch
Atlanta tied the score in the
1 75 $32.95
I 75 I $17.05
eighth on a single by Francisco
For Murray and Calloway County
Cabrera and Nixon's double.
Famous
Lauders Scotch
The Braves have won four
Grouse Scotch
School Athletes
$17.80
striiiht and nine of'thcir -last 11.
75 $30.58
Calloway
And
Independent
Murray
Provided By The
Scoresby Scotch
County School Systems In Cooperation With The
Cutty Sark
'5 r $16.96
Doctors Of The Callowy County Medical Society
$30.81
Who Are Donating Their Services.
Passport
Scotch
Ushers Scotch
75 r $20.57
1 75
$20.03
9 a.m.-11:30 a.m. (Male)
1 p.m.-3 p.m. (Female)
Inver House
Soccer. G011 &, Basketball
July 10- Soccer. Golf & Basketball
B&L Scotch
75 L $15.70

7111411117
eke a good neighbot
State f .irrn is there
State Farm Ineueence Comotintee
hurn• Offices Bloomington, Illinois
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HOT!
14450 Fleetwood (362892
Pam, 1 bath wat Iowall carpet.
stvre & refrig Great first home
or lake house Why pay rent'
Specially priced at '10,900
Payments as low as'140 per
mth

COMPARE...
PRICE-QUA LITV-SERVICE
14470 Fleetwood (38819) 3
txlm, 11'2 Oath vial: to wall
carpet, stove & retng, storm
windows, ceiling tan In liVing
Great for the growing
family
Only '15,900 with
monthly payments as low as
'170.

room.

5% Down
Payment
With
Approved
Credit-

164130 Fleetwood (36526) 3
bdm,2 bath, wail to wall carpet,
stove & refrig, storm windows,
wired for ceiling fan, lot of
space for the large family. Reduced for this event at only
'17,900 Monthly payments as
tow as '190

FREE
DELIVERY
& SET-UP

•

24444 Fleetwood Doublewide 24452 Fleetwood Doublewide
(6218) 3 bdm, 2 bath, wall to (7170) 3 bcfm. 2 bath, wall to
wall carpet, stove & refrig, cen- wall carpet, stove & reins), central air condition, shingle root tral air condition, shingle roof
wrvinyl siding, ceiling fan, gar- wivinyl siding, ceiling fan, garden tub m master bathroom
den tub in master bathroom
Don't miss this tremendous Another value at '26,900,
value '23,900 le/payments as monthly payments as low as
low as '225 per mo.
'255.

FLE ETWOOCi-FRAPIRLIN=SOUTHRIDG

,V
,./
KEITH BAKER 1
HOMES, INC:
Open 7 Days a Week M-F 8-7; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
(901) 644-0012 Hwy. flE., Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
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FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As LILA.

40 753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

•
-•

July 17-

All Other High School
Males

July 24-

Middle School &
Murray Little League
Football
All Mole

All Other High School Females &
Cheerleadert
All Female

Middle School

LOCATION FR ALL PHYSICALS:

OUTPATIENT SURGERY CENTER AT
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY
HOSPITAL
.be completed &
Athletic Competition Health Screening Form must
signed prior to the examination dates
Forms available at tho rampoctIvi School or Board Office,
For More Information COO
The Principal Of Central Office of Respective School

1 75 t

$21.27

Clan McGregor
,75i $17.48
Old Smuggler
$17.95

WEST WOOD
WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK

901-642-7366
FAKES GOOD THRU
JULY 10

Macallen
Scotch

Michelob
6N

$3.99

Negra
Modelo

$• 6.97

Keystone

Moretti

$2.59 6,, $7.53
Lowenbrau
6p,

$4.76

White
Mountain
Coolers

$3.65,
Dos Equis

( Corona
Light

$• 6.42
Becks Dark

$6.79
Busch
Suitcase

$6.93 $13.90

25 Year Old
ml

$160.80

Glenlivet
1? mea Old
1 '5 m

$55.27

St. Pauli
Girl

Tecate

$6.79 6F.. $6.93

Jim Beam
4 Year
1.75 L $16.45
Calvert Gin
L $9 85 ,

McCormick
Vodka
175 L $8.99
Glen Ellen
White Zin
White Grenache
Sauv. Blanc
'5 L $7.72
Bonnie Doon
Chardonnay
750 ml $15.76

DISCOUNT BY THE CASE

Au Bon Climat
Chardonnay
75,3.,1 $16.75
Fetzer Sundial
Chardonnay
, $12.81
Chateau LalondeBone
750 rn1 $17.28
Kendall Jackson
Chardonnay
$13.43

E&J Gallo

Au Bon

Chardonnay
1 5 L $7.72

750 m

Cordier Chateau
Meyney
Bordeaux
750 ml $16.51
'Clos St. Nicole
Sauvignon

Cab

750 ml

Climat
Plot Noir

$14.98

Sutter Home
White Zin
in' $3.97
4. 'sc
Fetzer Sundial
Chardonnay
750 1111 $6.86

$4.25

E&J Galto
Cab Sauvignon

Ballatore Gran
Spumante
-so mi $4.99

1 5 L $7.72

Du Bois
Menlo)

Clog

750 ml $11.99

WEST WOOD WINES
& LIQUORS
901-642-7714

Clos Du Bois

Cab Sauvignon
?so ri-1 $14.36

Meridian
Chardonnay
tsc mi

$9.50

West Wood Street
Hwy. 54 & 69
Paris, TN
Open 8 a.mai1 p.m.
Mon. thru sat.
Visa • Mastercard
American Express •
Discover

r.
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•
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U.S.D.A. Choice

Boneless Swiss

Pork Loin Chops

$

4?
,b.
Reg. or Cheese

Extra Lean

$292:

Ground Chuck

Golden Flake

Pipers Supreme

Maizetos Ranch
or Nacho

Crackers

8-10 oz. Pkg.

Satin Supreme

Li4uid Bleach

7 oz. Pkg.

39'
Chicken Sandwich ...99'
Banquet

Borden Singles

Vegetable Pie ....

Cheese Food ... $169

4.3 oz. Pkg.

7.5 oz. Can

Hormel

32 oz.=-_ Pkg.
O'Days Crinkle Cut 890
Special Blend
Queen's Pride Tropical

Fruit Salad
15 oz.

Dog Food
Beef Chunks

French Fries

14 oz. Pkg.

6 oz. Pkg.
Natural $ 119

Crisp
J. Higgs

Easton's

Cheese Curls
or Corn Chips

Dill Hamburger

Frozen
Lemonade

Slices
24 oz. Jar

12 Oz. Can

12-16 oz. Pkg.

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

39'
Prices Good
Wednesday, July 7
Thru
Tuesday. July 13, 1993

FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"

12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correft printing
errors.

-p
44
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Legal Noucs
Notice
Personal.
Card of Thank.
In Memory
Lost & Found

A60
070

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
...
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

230 ......: .............. Eaterminaung
Business Services
250
Heating And Cooling
290
Services Offered
530

;MISCELLANY:tit s

\IFNI

Help Wanted
.Dorrissoc & Cruldcani

410

540

090 ..................Situation Wanted
100 ..........Business Opportunity
Ins ction
110

run

570

I \I ltl\

IIi

hitilic Sale
For Trade
.Free Column

280

Mobil* Home. For Rent

270

Meath" Hamm For Sale

For Rant

365

For Selo Or Lome

Business Rentals

420

Horne Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

06

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lenz*

460

Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home
300

Lola

Wanted

470
480 ..
485
490
495 .
500
510
520

Lhom

UK*
Nodes

Notice

REQUEST FOR BIDS
The Murray Board of Education will accept
bid proposals for Automotive, Comprehensive Automobile Fleet Coverage for the
insurance year beginning August 25, 1993.
Bids will be opened publicly on Tuesday,
August 10, 1993, at 12:00 noon at the Board
Office, 814 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071.
Specifications may be reviewed at the Board
Office Building at 814 Poplar, Murray, KY
42071.

• .....

........

Notice
MEET 100's of nice singles
Down Home Singles, Box
323-ML, Rogersville, TN
37857. 615-235-5000
050
Lost
And Found
LOST/Disappeared from
Boone's Laundry between
06-01-93 to 06-10-93 Double wedding ring quilt. Sentimental value Reward
$1001 Call Sue Harrell
(502) 753-2551

Help
Wanted

020

NBA Champion
Chicago Bulls T-Shirts
'8.00
New Rack of
'5 Shirts
Dixieland Cir. • 759-1937
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 - 8 1 1 9 .
Tues
1-800-649-3804
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God.
554-7904 call for
appointment

•

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545,

VCR Service

COLORTYME Now accepting applications from
self-confident persons Job
AVON sales Be happy includes customer relations
Earn $8 $10hr Part time, and deliveries Positions
no inventory investment available in Murray, MayFree samples, product, kit, field and Pans Apply at
training 1-800-690-AVON Colortyme in Murray
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6.75%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available]
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
75-4199.
025

Nintendo Repair

Ward-Elkins

g.

753-1713

Personals
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
759-4050 A United Way
Agency

'kg.

Knights of Columbus Hall

kg.

KY 94 weal to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Ka* Road, ngrit on sq. Hale Road 1/4 trate
°Pt N 10 I TIC PURI IC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIA1 , rrti

P0 Box 1033

Murray

g.
Americas Second Car

c.

9

.11gl9Puckling
1
11
ilii0=3:123
Coast to Coast
Locations

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112

SO. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

.e

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'12,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 "A.M. Bost A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that do not have a high
school diploma Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm.
We are an EOE This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA.
FOOD DEMONSTRATORS Need 5 people.
Work 1 to 3 days per week
on Friday, Saturday or Sunday's distributing coupons
or food samples Start immediately. Lots of fun! Call
1-800-248-0968 M -F
12-5pm.

Pinkies
For Sale

Help
Wanted
MANAGER for local business Needs to have a degree in Business Admi
nistration Send resume to
PO Sox 1040 W, Murray,
KY 42071
PARENT Advisor Qualified part time applicant will
advise and'.assist in the
implementation of a one
year university based regional technical assistance
grant Must be the parent of
a child with disabilities
Must have experience with
early intervention and family support services Experience in collaboration with
professionals is desired
Some travel required Position open until filled Send
letters of application, resume, and three letters of
recommendation to Dr
Moira Fallon. Project Director, Dept of Special Education, Murray State Univer
sty, Murray, KY 42071
MSU does not discriminate
on the basis of color, na
tonal origin. or disability in
its programs or activities
For information. contact
MSU Equal Opportunity Of
lice. 502-762-3155
WANTED barmads, wait
resses & dancers. $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris
Tn
901-6424297 7pm 2am
WHY not have every after
noon on'? Local insurance
office needs part time sec
retary (9 to 12) 5 days a
week Requires good typ
ing & computer skills Send
resume to PO Box 1040 V.
Murray, KY

SEWING fobs wanted, in
eluding formal wear
753-1061

JUST arrived! New shipment of 16- & 16.5' Blom
light truck tires. All tread
patterns $65/ea plus tax
Mounted. balanced & put
on Warehouse Tire. 400
Industrial Rd 753-1111

100
Business
Opportunity
ESTABLISHED Vending
Route Hot Health Aide
Product. Investment secured by equipment & merCall
chandise.
1-800-858-3933

LAWN mower, Coast-toCoast, 22, 3 Shp, used 'A
season, $90 492-8446
LEER camper topper for
Ford swb pickup, like new
492 8600

METAL for farm and commercial buildings. Lengths
cut to order from 30'to 45'
PC service & training a in inch increments 38'
your location Reasonable wide Galvanized or choice
rates No service cal of 10 colors in 51 and it2
charge in Murray-Mayfield grade Trim accessories
area Color winters from and door hardware Call for
$22997 Call Hawkins Re prices (502) 489-2722 or
search today for appoint 489-2724
ment Calloway Co
753 7001, Graves Co NOW AVAILABLE' Cooper
Grand Classic Passenger
247 9257
tires with 80.XXX mile warranty Warehouse tire, 400
140
Rd 753-1111
Industrial
Want
To Buy
UNIDEN satellite system
with de scrambler, needs
14 FT trampoline
repair,
$500 436-5383 at
489 2577
ter 5pm
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
Appliances
CASH paid for good, used
pis
rifles, shotguns, and
2 REFRIGERATORS
tors. Benson Sporting 492-8714
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
160
Home
JUNK air conditioners, will
Furnishings
pick up 436-2904
COUCH E. chair, dinette set
& bunkbeds, nice condition
753-4076

YOUTH Minister, part-time 8HP pull type mower &
position (10-15 hrs per 10hp garden tractor, $555
week)for enthusiastic, well 24tt swimming pool, $500
organized person. Send re- 753-0610
sume to: First Presbyterian
ALTERATIONS and reChurch, PO Box 435, MayRental gowns & tuxefield, KY 42066 For more pairs
dos Ruth's See and Sew,
information call Robert
Country Square, 1608 N
247-4554.
121, Murray 753-6981
070
BOGARD trucking and exDomestic
cavating, inc. We haul top
& Childcare
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
ABSOLUTELY Clean! Ex- rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
perienced, dependable
cleaning service. Home or BUSINESS Opportunity
office. References Call Mobile pressure washer,
3000lb pressure, Honda
436-2569
13hp electric start, tandem
WILL babysit in my home, trailer, 500 gallon tank, wet
experienced 759-4490
sandblaster, $3500
WILL dean homes, cabins 753 9924
or offices Days or nights
FOR SALE, MULCH
Reasonable rates Contact Grade A hardwood mulch
Joy Sims at 753-1741
$15/cubic yard Call first
We load, you haul Hoffman
WILL do house cleaning
Nursery, 759-4517
nights
474-2131
Call Jean

JOB Announcement Number 93-93(5) Date 06-10-93
Position Park Desk Clerk
(Part-time) Kenlake State
Park Resort, Hardin, KY.
Grade and salary Grade 5,
Salary $5.247. Minimum
requirements: High school
graduate. Additional experience in a front desk operation of an accomodations
facility will substitute for the
education on a year-foryear basis. Apply by submitting a state application
(which can be obtained at
the local Department of
Employmnet Services or
any other state government
office) to: Kentucky Department of Personnel. Room
384, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY 40601, Attention:
Job Announcement No.
93-93(5). Job announcement number should also
be placed in the upper right- WILL sit nights with elderly/ JUNE apples for apple
hand corner of the applica- sick. References & experi- sauce or pies Also large
tion in the "Special An- ence. Call 753-4590 leave Bruce plums McKenzie's
nouncement No blank. a message if no answer I Orchard 753-4725,
753-9468
Deadline for applying: You will get back to you.
must quality, test, and be
placed on the register by
July 10, 1993. 'Written test
The Murray Board of Education is currently
required. Test given
accepting applications for the following posiMonday-Friday, 8:00 a m.
tion:
to 4:00 p.m. in Room 249,
Education Teacher at primary
Special
Capitol Annex, Frankfort,
school level. Certified in subject area. HalfKentucky (except state hotime. One year position.
lidays). Official documents
Deadline for Applications: Monday, August
verifying education Must be
submitted with the current
2, 1993
application (i.e. original colThe above position is for the 1993-94 school
lege transcripts, original
year, 185 days.
high school diploma, or orInterested persons should submit an appliiginal CEO certificate) Orcation to:
iginal documents will be
returned if a self-addressed
Murray Board of Education
envelope is included Fill814 Poplar Street
ing this position is subject to
Murray, KY 42071
any state government hirATTN: Willie Jackson or Bob Lewis
Equal
An
restrictions.
ing
Opportunity Employer NVF/
0

r

Come see the blooming a
• Daylillies, Japanese Iris and I
1 7, _, Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
0

Expenenced meat cut- •
ter and meat wrapper
needed. Apply in person

SIDE by side refrigerator
with ice m5ker. Regular
size refrigerator, stove,
washer & dryer & tv, good
condition 354-8528

THEM'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used F urnituro, Appliances, and Mac hems
Use Our Layaway Pion
We buy furniture

165
Antiques
ANTIQUE wardrobe, large
good condition, $300
753-6840

2BR trailer. No pets.753-9866.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college. 753-5209.
190
Heating
And Cooling
NEW condition 7A ton
Trane heat 8 air unit. Will
accept bids. 753-1300, after 7prn 489-2116.
WINDOW a/c repair. Free
estimates. 436-2904.

2nn
Sports
Equipment
SET of left handed golf
clubs. 1,3,5 wood, 3 thru
pitching wedge, putter &
bag, $300. Assorted other
dubs and pull cart also
available. 753-7353 after
5pm.

Business
Rentals
4 CAR garage. 753-4509
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Cent•r.
753-4509 or 753-6612.

2111

ntts
rtn
Arir
Firewood

2211
litusicsi
PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600.
SPINET Piano, excellent
condition, $700. 753-4573

1,2,3,4BR apts,furnished,
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU.
No pets. Also room for rent.
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm.
113R & studio apt available,
appliances furnished. Coleman RE 753-9898.
1BR. Water, apppliances
furnished, no pets,
$185/mo. 753-3049

1407 Main St.

Open Garden Friday-Sunday I
PART-time receptionist/
secretary needed for local
church. Responsible for answering phone, receiving
persons in church office,
typing bulletins & newsletters Computer experience
helpful. Send resume to PO
Box 1040 0 by July 9.
SALES lot manager
needed Great, commission. Ideal for retiree Call
800-772-7883 ask for Jim
Cook

•

C&C 9ursenj:
I

753-2993

I

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd.(Happy Holiday I
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile,turn loft on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to loft(Cook Rd.)turn left I
1st house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).
II MI MU NIMI NM NMI 1=1 NM

" 4.1•14,11f.a.,art Cr- P
.
*

111

10% Off Coupon

Have Mop
Bonded
References

Owner

Beverly DeVries
(502) 438-2663

254 per word $500 ITISIIIMMI let
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day 81 75
extra for shopper Tues Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide , $200 extra for blind box ads
Yard Sale $730 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

lis
Aritt
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
duplex Northwood Drive,
appliances furnished, con
tal air & gas heat $475/mo,
1 month deposit, 1 yr
pets. 753-2905 least!No
330
Rooms
For Rent
NEAR MSU, kitchen. living
room, privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
310
Houses
For Rent
2BR, new carpet, sun
room, carport No pets
$325/mo Call 753 6931
3BR convenient location,
No pets
$500/mo
753-3293
REDECORATED unfurn
ished house 2br, 1 bath,
garage, garden area, near
Murray No pets $375/mo.
deposit Lease Refer
ences 753-7551
VERY spacious house for
1 br, 1 bath, stove,
refrigerator furnished
$300/mo. 1 mo deposit, lyr
lease 753 2905
rent

360
For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
/20-140/mo 759 4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 for more
information
370
Livestock
& Supplies
16FT stock trailer, bumpe
type 759-1292
8FT slide in cattle rack,
$125 Registered Semmitol
bull, 2yrs old, $1000
753-0610
ARABIAN horses for sale.
registered. 436-2528

CLASSIFIED

Tobacco Worker
Needed
Employment from 8/1/93 through 10/20/93.
Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All tools
provided. Housing provided for non-commuting workers. Transportation and Rubsi stence reimbursed to worker upon completion of 50% of contract. Pay rate is $5.09/hr.
Reply to your local employment office.

300

310

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Ruder Ads:

ASPHALT driveway sea 1 OR 2br apts. near downling. Top quality, low cost town Murray. 753-4109.
free estimates. Jeremy
2BR apt, large rooms, very
Mayes 345-2748.
near MSU for up to 4 stuKEN-TENN Investigations dents, washer, dryer,
Now offering these new stove, refrigerator furnservices: Video Disaster ished, Coleman RE
Package (video & docu- 753-9898.
ment your valuables before
disaster strikes); Project 2BR apt new campus No
Safeguard (fingerprint & pets 753-5980
photographing of your 2BR duplex, central h/a,
child). Bel Air Center. appliances furnished
753-3868 or 436-6099
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
270
753-9898.
Mobile
2BR duplex Northwood Dr
Flom,* For Sale
$395/mo plus deposit All
1979 12x50 2BR, al appliances plus washer &
electric, $2900 354-9465 dryer. No pets 753-1266
1981 14x65 MASCOT, before 5pm
completely set up. 3br, 2 2BR duplex in nice private
bath, central air, natural area. Appliances furnished,
gas heat, masonite
$400/mo, 753-3343.
shingle roof, city water,
cable. Can be moved or FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
rent 2 acre lot North of No pets. Zimmerman
Murray 111,500 obo. Call Apartments 753-6609.
753-7684 leave message. LARGE Ibr apt, furnished
1989 14x70 2BR, 2 bath with carport Water & garwith cathedral ceilings. la- bage furnished. $225/mo
cuzzi,extra nice 753-9959, 753-7662 after 4pm
489-2068.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
1988 16x80 mobile home accepting applications for
2br, 2 bath, central h/a Sell 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
for pay off 759-4065
Housing Opportunity
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
NEW 2br duplex, 1819
mobile
in
Specializing
home electric services. 200 Ridgewood Or, lease, no
amp. 1375 100 amp $325 pets. $375/mo. 753-7457
435-4027.
NICE 2br duplex, central
SAVE, Save, Savel!! One gas h/a, appliances, w/d
of the area's largest selec- hookup. Northwood Dr.
tion of manufactured $400 plus deposit No pets.
homes. Every home is 753-1953 or 753-0870
quality built .5 energy effi
cient. Dinkins Mobile NOW taking applications
housHomes, Inc, Hawy 79E, for Section 8 low rent
Paris, TN 1-00-642-4891. ing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
SAVE, Save, Save! One of Broad St Extended, be-12noon. No
the area's largest selection tween
e. Equal
of manufactured homes. Pho
Every home is quality built Ho ng Opportunity
& energy efficient. Dinkins
applications for
Mobile Homes, Inc, Hwy TAKING
TN section 8 rent subsidized
Paris,
79 E ,
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed1-800-642-4891.
rooms, handicap accessiTRAILER with 2 lots near ble Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts.
lake 436-2032
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113.
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

Form
Equipment

Free Plant With This Coupon I

Owen Food Market

Business
.
,
SMOG

190

1953 GOLDEN Jubilee
Tractor, new bush hog, disc
& plow, in excellent condition . 753-0509 or
759-9898.

00 Coiveme lath
Dleplay Me
eesi liesser
•
esierlbsesesi id Ilea
(Al 3 Us Moo is WuijS Day riree
SI *praises Nee emu lar tessier se••
ping Cosselai

30

25

1511

060

!:,:s'llithings

Motorcycles
Auto Services
•
Auto Parts
Used
. .
sirs
Used Trucks
.Campers
Boats & Motors

Cempusen
1211
130
Per fide Or Trade
Want To Day
140
Ansel« For Sale
150
Appliances
156 ..........
160 ..................II... Furrushinip
Antiques
166
Venom Chewers
170
Ililashmes
..........
__Soong'
160
156 ------Hrooy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
Musical
220 ,
240.
Miscellaneous
260
TV & R•410
Pots & Supplies
360

.........

020

010

Notice

eparesiell awl Ube
Atberriesaie
Ibrellaseriese adroit ads ler ea,error
The ibereey Wipe & ton will be
vespeedlle beady sae isseseeet tem.
ase. Amp Wee shield be Pegsried
iambs.* se enmities* tea be
wade.

753- 1916
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Display Ads
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Classifie
Deadlimes are 2 days ia advance and are se follows
Friday 3 p.s.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 ma.
Tuesday Edition
Moadap 3 pm.
Wednesday Edition
Needy 3 p.n.
Thursday Edition
Wedneedefir
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.ra.
Saturday Edition

PASS IS

Ain

Will Travel
Carpets
General Cleaning
Offices
Stripping & Waxing
A
Floors &
II
Maintenance

b.....sew sa .• some

WOOD WORKS

,d• Signs
(Located 4 miles west of Lynn Grove, on
Hwy. 94 or L5 milea East of Tri City.)
Cemputer Cut Vinyl Lagoa and letters fussy,' Renner.
Plywood Stgna Magnetic Signs Vehicle Lettenng Plea:411m
Signs- Window Lettering Rani Rotate Signs Ofice Signer
Greeting end Advertising Pesters Sandblasted Redwood Signs
Architectural Signs Metal end Poen, Lettere Brame Plaques
Trade Sheer Signe/Dimplays
AA us about our tree slfl!
Call 301-383-231114 plow & fan
We assegit MasterCard sad Via&

PROTECT YOUR CHILD WITH
'PROJECT SAFEGUARD"
With the recent attempted abductions
in our area, K.T.I. suggests that now is
the time to act to protect your child.
K.T.I. will photograph, fingerprint,
and record vital information about
your child that you will retain in your
records. Don't wait until the unexpected happens and you don't have the
vital information the authorities need.
KT.I. can provide all that on one,
convenient document. For more information call 753-3868.

K.T.I. and Associates
Bel-Air Center, Murray

•
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Lots
For UM

Pew

11111

Used
Cos

Ibis
Mow

I

14F T Alum. Craft Semi-V.
C&W PAINTING Interim,
15hp Jahnson motor, trollexterior, free estimates
ing motor, battery, heavy
BUILDING lots in subdivi- 1985 FORD Tempo GL, duty Wailer $1300 obo in 30 $8/per hour min 753-088.4
sion with limited restnctions parting out Hawaiian vaca- days. 753-5694
DRYWALL, finishing, re(no mobile homes) Some tion 7days. 8 nights $200
pairs, additions and blowwooded, Southwest School obo Call 753-4062
1976 CHARGER fishing
HAVE an obedient, safe
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
Farm
College
2014
city
gas,
natural
District,
boat,
1976
Chrysler
35hp
dog for show or home
water, cablevision 3 3 1985 MAXIMA Ste Wgn, motor & trailer, good condi- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Road
Classes or private lessons
miles from city limas Fi- sun/moon roof, p/s, p/b, tion, runs good. First $950
Heating, Cooling & Electric.
Thurs., July 8th
Serving Murray for over
available Lots as p/w, V.6, come look, 753-6427
nancing
Ix Service, sales and in12yrs 436-2858
9 o'clock
$3850
After
5
30pm
low as $4500 753-5841 or
stallation. (502) 435-4699,
753-8096
Lots of stun, ChildPEGS Dog Grooming
753-1566
435-4327.
530
ren's things, house753 2915
Sertkes
GOOD building sites Van- 1986 TOYOTA Supra,
EXPERIENCED drywall
hold items, knick
all options, sharp,
Offered
SNAKE Food Rats, mioas,
ous location. Priced from black,
finishing, new construction,
high
condition,
good
very
knacks.
etc Cages & supplies
$4000 to $14,500 Bob Per1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim- additions, blown ceilings
miles, below wholesale
489 2077 or 759-9095
nn RE/MAX 753-7653
ming,
tree removal, clean- 435-4036
8pm.
after
247-4290
ing out sheds, attics, & odd GENERAL Repair plumb450
1988 FORD Escort, 4sp, jobs Free estimates ing, roofing, tree work
Farms
air, 74,XXX miles, $3000. 436-2102 Luke Lamb
436-2642
For Sale
753-8404.
Al 1A all around mowing & GERALD WALTERS
BLUEBERRIES ARE
230 ACRES in NE county. 1990 EAGLE Premier ES, tree trimming & light haulRoofing, vinyl siding, paintREADY You pick or we
$675 per acre Call Bob leather interior, Alloy ing. Call 436-2528 ask for ing Free estimates 18
pick No Sunday sales!
Perrin RE/MAX 753-7653 wheels, loaded, 54,XXX Mark.
years experience. Local reWoodsgift Farm, Cottage
MLS. 4900
miles, new tires, maroon,
ferences. 436-2701.
hauling,
yard
AL'S
Al,
Phone
Grove, TN
UP to 225acres at Coldwa- $7000. Days 753-6106, at- work, tree removal, mow- GIVE your home a facelift
901-782-3395
436-2411. ter. 753-1300 after 7pm ter 6pm
ing. Free estimates. at working man's prices call
489-2116
1990 GRAND AM Quad 4 759-1683.
4in
Country Discount Builder.
SLE, ground effects, Al TREE Service. Stump Specialties in vinyl siding,
Public
loaded, $8300 753-6063 removal and spraying Free trim & windows. Free no
Sale
Homes
after 5pm
estimates 753-0906 after obligation estimates.
For Sale
CAR Stereo Installation 5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495 Licensed and Insured
502-247-7871
753-0113. Sunset Boule2 OR 3br, 1 bath, large vard Music, Murray's Al, ADDITIONS, bathrooms,
_getages, greenhouses,_ HANDYMAN will do plumbidtChEITI, in-Hardin:$23.500_.
-pine Car Audit, Specialist, training & new homwa. ing, electrical, carpentry
437-4055.
Dixieland Center, 1 block
Real
Thurs. & Frl, _
and general repair
Tripp Williams 753-0563.
Estate
20R 3br in Hardin. Watkins from MSU dorms.
753-0596
July 8 & 9
AIR Condition-Ron Hall
Street, 1 block from Post
From Murray go
KOPPERUD Realty has
K.B. ASSOCIATES .GenCooling
&
Electric,
Heating,
Office & grocery. 437-4137,
195
buyers waiting to purchase 437-4355.
north on 641 to 1824
Inc Service, sales and in- eral construction, remodelhomes-all price ranges. If
stallation. (502) 435-4699, ing, garages, decks, patios,
turn right and go 1.8
Vans
you are thinking of selling. 38R, 1 bath brick home in
interior trim 753-0834
435-4327
ml., turn right at
contact one of our courte- city limits. Priced in the
ASTRO
Van,
good
1985
Donnie Hudson's
ous and professional $40's. 753-9708 after 5pm. amily or work van, 86,XXX ALPHA Builders- Carpen- KITCHEN CABINET REtry, remodeling, porches, COVERY existing doors &
agents at 753-1222 or stop
Body Shop first
3BR, 2 bath brick, 1380sq miles, good condition, am/ roofing, concrete, drive- frames with woodgrain forMain
St.
by office at 711
house on right.
m, $4300. 435-4593, ways, painting, mainte- mica, all colors Free estift, 3yrs old, $72,000. Phone
RE/MAX Properties Ltd. for appointment 753-3293. 753-8380 leave message. nance, etc. Free estimates mates. Wultf's Recovery
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Murray. 436-5560
BARKELY Lake, Canton 1992 FORD Aerostar Van 489-2303.
Bel -Air
Center
one
31,XXX
miles,
XLT,
country
style
New
area.
In502 - 753 -SOLD, vinyl siding home on 3 owner, black/gray. ANTIQUE ..refinishing, fur- LAWN mowing service
niture repair & custom sured Coleman Benefiel
1-800-369-5780
Thurs. & Fri.
acres with wrap around 474-2796
phone 759-4564
woodworking 753-8056.
Till Noon
front porch.3 or 4br,2 bath,
son
ROBERTS Realty: Callo- tile & carpeted floors, super
July 8 & 9
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: LAWN SERVICE Been
for 25yrs,
Used
way County's oldest and insulated & priced to sell at
Factory trained by 3 major mowing my lawn
Dogtown Rd., 2nd house
would like to mow yours
Real
Lakes
Twin
$65,500.
estate
Trucks
real
reliable
most
manufacturers.
All
work
off the Dogtown Rd. oft
now 753-8669
agency. For all your real Estate 753-0563.
1624, first cross rd. after
1950 FORD Fl, stake bed, and parts warranted. Ask
estate needs call them to- BEAUTIFUL home with 11 original V-8. 436-5383 after for Andy at The Appliance LEE'S CARPET CLEANpassing the old crossing
day at 753-16511 Syca- acres. 4 years old, 3 large 5pm.
Works, 753-2455.
at Hardin going toward
ING Carpets, furniture
more and 12th Si
Benton.
Free estimates. 753-5827
bedrooms,24 baths, great
APPLIANCE
SERVICE.
Lots of Kids clothes and
roon with cathedral ceiling, 1969 CHEVY swb, new 400 Kenmore, Westinghouse, LICENSED for elect;ic and
.135
adults Lots more
skylight, central vacuum, small block, 3xxx miles or Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- gas 753-7203
Lake
Ran or Show
many extras, large deck, less. New 400 turbo trans, perience. BOBBY
Properly
MOWER repair Same day
landscaped. On Hwy 1124 new brakes, drums, & HOPPER, 436-5848.
brake cylinders, p/s, new
JUST listed & in top condi- off Hwy 121 between Col- aluminum directional BACKHOE SERVICE. service, 7 days week. Most
- repairs at your home. Faction. Perfect for retirement dwater and Farmington. wheels, custom interior.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank tory trained, 15 yrs experinear the lake. 2br, 2 bath, Call owner 345-2807 after $4000 negotiable.
installation, repair, replace- ence 502-753-5299
central gas heat, screened 6pm.
492-8282 anytime. ment. 759-1515.
garage/
in porch, 2 car
BRICK 3br, 2 bath, central 753-8111 after 4pm
workshop on 2 lots. Only h/a, top condition home_
BACKHOE Service - ROY MULCH, pia up loads
1981 NISSAN with air. Ex- HILL, Septic system, drive- Murray 436-5560
$33,500. Bob Perrin RE/ Ready for you to move in
MAX 753-7653 MLS$ Mid $60's. Bob Perrin RE/ cellent condition, call after ways, hauling, foundations, PLUMBING repairman with
etc. 759-4664.
Hwy. 280, 31/4 miles 5043.
MAX 753-7653 MLSt 5pm 759-1274
same day service. Call
4890.
436-5255.
Policeman
NISSAN
4x4
1986
RETIRED
Plumbing
Repair,
BOB'S
&
9
July 8
wants 'true lakefront prop- HOME with income. Six excellent condition, $3800 Service. All work guaran- RICK'S Roofing. All types
7 a.m.-?
obo. Call after 5pm teed
erty from owner. House or
753-1134 or Oftlgofs and repairs. Tor_rooms, 3b ..2 bath',
436-5832'
Baby clothes, toddler, place to build. PO Box 595,e screened and carpeted pa- 759-1274.
chon modified and rubber
Edwardsville, IL 62025.
ho, all electric built-in
1987 GMC S-15 w/283 V8, BRYON'S LAWN SER- for mobile homes. 17 years
boys & girls, etc.
618-656-1090.
kitchen, central h/a. Sepa- 67,XXX miles, auto, with VICE. Free estimates. experience, guaranteed
work. Free estimates
rate entrance to upstairs, 4 tint, louvers and more. 753-591.
phone 502-437-4559.
room and bath apt, newly $4500 obo. Call 489-2544
BUSH hogging, large or
decorated for rental. 1%,
ROCKY COLSON Home
1988 FORD Ranger, 4 cyl, small 753-7457
acre site, reduced to
Repair. Roofing, siding,
automatic, a/c, radio, bed
$49,900 759-1122
liner, tool box, 39,000 plus CALLOWAY County Con- painting, plumbing, conLOOK! Nice 3br home, full miles, $5150. 753-7852 af- crete Structural "walls, crete. Free estimates. Call
slabs, drives, walks. Col- 474-2307.
basement, minutes from ter 5pm.
ored & stamped concrete.
town, gas heat, exceptional
1991 JEEP Comanche pick Free estimates 474-8754 SEWING machine repair
value $38,500. ProfesKenneth Barnhill.
up, 6 cyl, 5sp, p/s, p/b, tilt,
sional Real Estate
cruise, air, stereo/cassette, CARPET and vinyl installa- 753-2674.
759-1591.
red, extra sharp, 54,XXX tion and repairs, Glen Bob SHEETROCK finishing,
Lots of items - something for
ber, 759-1247
NEW on the market!South- miles, $8900 759-4732.
textured ceilings. Larry
every one across from St. John
west school area. Nice 3br,
CHIM•
Chlm Chimney Chrisman. 492-8742.
1992 TOYOTA, 4x4 pickup
2 bath mobile home, walksenior
Episcopal Church - Main
truck, 10xxx miles, a/c, ste- Sweeps has 10%
ing distance to school. Prdiscounts
We
sell SUREWAY Tree & Stump
citizen
reo cassette, bed liner,
Removal. Insured with full
iced
to
move
$42,600.
Prochimney
caps
and
screens.
items,
clothes
etc.
Books, baby
local, $12,000 753-6830.
line of equipment. Free esfessional Real Estate
435-4191.
timates. Day or night,
759-1591
510
COUNTERTOPS, custom
753-5484.
PRICED reduced on this
Homes, trailers, offices.
spacious 4br, 2 bath, formal
Campers
Wulff's Recovery, Murray S & W Construction, Hazel,
KY. New homes, additions,
dining room, family room
436-5560
vinyl siding, replacement
with fireplace. Ready for
1985 SPARTAN 32tt. Ideal
your approval. Walk to for full time rv or college CUNNINGHAM'S Heating windows, roofing and garand Cooling Service. Com- ages. Call 492-8873 Jim
MHS. A must see! For more student. 759-4414.
plete installation and ser- Wiliams, 492-8238 Lee
details
call
Bob
Perrin
RE/
Near Paradise Resort
vice. Call Gary at Starks,
MAX 753-7653 MLS*4960.
520
759-4754.
2 or 3 bedroom, living room, eat-in
Boats
THE Gutter Co Seamless
PRICE reduced! 3 acres of
insert,
with
fireplace
stone
bath,
CUSTOM'
bulldozing and aluminum gutters, variety
kitchen, 2
& Motors
land, 2br vinyl sided home,
backhoe work, septic sys- of colors. Licensed, inlarge 2 car garage, partially
partial basement, boat dock.
fenced for animals, out- 50HP, attractive, low use, tems, 354-8161 after 4pm sured Estimate available
building could be stable, good condition, $1000. CUSTOM bull dozing work 759-4690
_ west of Murray. $39,900 753-8216, 759-1691.
489-2557
Professional Real Estate
759-1591
1 and 2 acre loft for his.
road frontage, ¶382-2573

2 PAIR of Cock/wets. 1
wooden playground I
der 2 nesting boxes. Al
other supplies to go with it.
$350 After 4pm 759-4925

1982 BUICK Riven.,
$1500 753-0619

Garage
Sale

01We

THOMPSON Welding-24
hour service, lowest prices
around 759-4163

bribes
Mend

limbo
OWN

WANTED light hauling.
frees trimmer:1 or removed
or mowing Call Don
753-2772 or 753-2320

\'U1 R

VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center. WEST KY Timber Frames
cleaning- servicing $15,
& Log Homes Dedicated to
most repairs $35. Free esti- excellence in log and timmates.Route 1, Almo
ber frame design and conOpen 9-12. 1-5, Mon -Fn , struction 'Eastern White
753-0530
Pine, Western Red Cedar,
WILL mow lawns Call other wood available
'Complete packages avail753-8908
able 'Custom design serWINDOW cleaning
vices 'Turn-key construcResidential/Commercial tion Call 437.4017
Call Bill 753-5934

BE
HERE
CA1,1,
753-1916

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

3 Family
Yard Sale

Dr. John Bright (left), dermatologist with Murray-Calloway County
Hospital,examines the hand of Jean Schneiderman of Murray during a
recent one-day skin cancer screening clinic at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Over 180 people were provided evaluations of skin
problems. One-fourth of them were referred for further evaluation.
Thirty-one people were referred for possible premalignant or malignant types of skin cancer. Fourteen others were referred for nonmalignant areas. The screenings were provided as a free service of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital in conjunction with Dr. John
Bright.

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

YARD SALE

Service is the
major difference
between insurance
companies. And-wetake it personally.
Any insurance company can simply sell insurance, but
at Shelter, we're committed to more than that. We
believe in personal service, so you can expect the
best possible attention when you buy one of our
policies, when-you want to change something, and
when you have to file a claim.

Life Home Car
Farm Business

Thursday & Friday
July 8 and 9

Street.

bilks' Frani Horns
For Sale By Owner

Priced to Sell!

Call

753-5651

"

o.mist

V

470
CUSTOM KITCKEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

1
0

YARD
SALE
SEASON

REMODELED 3br house
city water, gas heat,
$49,500. 4 miles out.
753-8061

Motorcycles

Custom Woodworkint.3

1983 YAMAHA IT 175
$400 Call 753-2252

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1985 YZ 80 dirt bike, $380
436-2963

'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY Moho* Bunny Belied ,
753-5940

1987 HONDA Shadow,
750cc, excellent condition,
$1700
753-2733,
753-5950.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
Master Card

Call thr Today!

753-1916

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
$12.50
'15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

SHELTER
INSURANCE

Mall

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. - Murray

Well always be there for you.

Shelter Insurance Cos., Home Office 181 7 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

College Credit Telecourses
Fit Into Your Schedule!
Twenty-four Kentucky colleges and universities are
offering credit for KET telecourses during the 1993
fall semester. Participating institutions, telecourse
descriptions, and broadcast schedules are listed in
the College Credit Telecourses schedule guide. Call
(800)432-0970 for a free copy.
Telecourses are fully accredited undera-racluite/
graduate-level courses brought to you by television.
If you want to earn credit but find it difficult to fit
weekly on-campus classes into your busy schedule.
KET telecourses can help you achieve your goal
KET telecourses are made possible through the
cooperative efforts of Kentucky colleges and
universities and the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.

Call (800)432-0970 today!
Participating institution in your area:
Murray State University (800)669-7654

Iir

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required temake any changes to ad after deadline.

The Kentucky
Network

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1111rmill
iTiI ii

Werray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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County
luring a
alloway
of skin
luation.
malignr nonrvice of
r. John

1 1 1 II Lt( \
Toe pars Rio
Lt. Col. Daniel C. Roberts. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts.
is the new commander of 56th
Medical Battalion at Fort Ord,
Calif.
Joe Pat James was master of
ceremonies at Kirksey School
Reunion held July 2 at former
location of the school in session
from 1923 to 1973. _
New members of Murray Lions
Club are Ted Delaney, Guy Harper, Willie Jackson and Kenneth
Slaughter. They were installed at
the recent meeting at Murray
Woman's Club House with Dr.
James Thompson as speaker.
M.C. Garrott writes about Joe
Tom Erwin who retired five years
ago as Sports Information Director at Murray State University in
his column, "Garrott's Galley."
, Twenty years ago
The architect's drawings and

plans for three new elementary
schools of Calloway County have
been released by William B.
Miller, superintendent. They will
be on Wiswell Road, Coles Camp
Ground Road and Pottertown
Road to take the place of Almo,
Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove and New Concord.
Dr. David C. Roos spoke on
"Togetherness" at a meeting of
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. Bruce Lee
presented special accordian
music.
Mr. and Mrs. Bea Hutchens
were married for 60 years on
June 28.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gamble and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas Nanney, June 25; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Holt, June
27.

DEAR 'ABBY: Regarding the
mother whose children neglected la
send some kind of expression of
thanks and love on-Mather's Day I
am wondering if there is a trend for
voting adults living away Freon their
parents and grandparents tie aecept
what their parents and gratulpar-*
via: do for then) as a (kW. W 111(11

in the amount 'iv Inch I consider
appropriatel:k related to lin, mouth,.

nu recognition,
N13,:•adult children have :dways-

relitIlres

eXpressed apprecnition of rny gifts
to them. but ITly grandchildren
.ages 1 and I I • have never
acknowledged my gins w it.h a note.
phone call. or I.-kenin persan on
those rare accasions that I St`t.
them The gilts art- mostly cash

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
a E A..m05a'X-.NC- As0
NOBOOY CARES • ,
NT'
OE)
EVN ;- 4*.sx
'HEM
V I "
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Today is Wednesday, July 7, the 188th day of 1993. There are 177
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 7. 1865, four people were hanged in Washington, D.C.,
after being convicted of conspiring with John Wilkes Booth in the
assassination of President Lincoln.
On this date:
In 1754, King's College in New York Cily Opfned;The_school was
renamed Columbia College thirty years later.
In 1846, U.S. annexation of California was proclaimed as the Stars
and Stripes were raised at Monterey after the surrender of a Mexican
garrison.
In 1949, the police drama "Dragnet." starring Jack Webb and Barton Yarborough, premiered on NBC radio.
In 1958, President Eisenhower signed the Alaska statehood bill.
In 1969, Canada's House of Commons gave final_approval to a
measure making the French language equal to English throughout the
national government.
In 1981, President Reagan announced he was nominating Arizona
Judge Sandra Day O'Connor to become the first female justice on the
U.S. Supreme Court.
In 1987, Lt. Col. Oliver North began his long-awaited public testimony at the Iran-Contra hearing.
Ten years ago: 11-year-old Samantha Smith of Manchester. Maine,
left for a visit to the Soviet Union at the personal invitation of Soviet
leader Yuri V. Andropov. Former model Vicki Morgan, who had filed
a palimony suit against the late millionaire Alfred Bloomingdale, was
found beaten to death in a North Hollywood condominium.
.
Ti've- years ago: The candidate of Mexico's ruling party, Carlos Salinas de.Gortari, claimed a national victory a day after presidential elections that opponents charged were ridden with fraud.
One year ago: Group of Seven leaders meeting in Munich. Germany, condemned the carnage in former Yugoslavia and warned Serbled troops that U.N. military force would be used if needed to keep
relief operations going.
Today's Birthdays: Composer Gian Carlo Menotti is 82. Attorney
William Kuntsler is 74. Fashion designer Pierre Cardin is 71.
Mn-sician-conductor Doc Severinsen is 66: Fortner Senator Alan
Dixon, D-III., is 66. Historian-author David McCullough is 60. Rock
star Ringo Starr is 53. Actor Joe Spano is 47. Actress Shelley Duvall
is 44.
Thought for Today: "The more anybody wants a thing, the more
they do think others want it." - Mary Webb, Scottish religious leader (c.1881-1927).
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Thirty years age
Army 2nd Lt. Harold H. Wilkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
S. Wilkins, participated in 3 Massive display of missiles, artillery
and engineering equipment in
honor of President John F. Kennedy's visit to Hanau. Germany,
on June 25. Donald F. Buxton. son of Mrs.
Dorothy Overby of Murray, has
received his Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine from Auburn University, Auburn. Ala.
•
The WMU of Blood River
Baptist Association will observed
the 75th wedding anniversary of
WMU with a dinner meeting on
July 11 at Murray Woman's Club
House. The Rev. and Mrs. Johann
Young, natives of Peking, China.
will be the featured speakers.
Mr. and Mrs. T.O. Taylor and
children, Pandy, Susan and Mark,

of Roswell. N.M., have been the
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Taylor and Mr.,and
Mrs. Verble Taylor.
Forty )ears ago
M.C. Geurin Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. M.C. Geurin of Murray,
has been reported killed in action
at Pykatonk, North Korea. tif
had been reported missing in
action on Dec. I, 1950, and died
while 3 prisoner of war on Aug.
15, 1951, Army officials said.
Rudolph Howard, director of
music at First Baptist Church,
Owensboro, has accepted a call
35 director of Music at Belmont
Heights Baptist Church, Nashville, Tcnn. lie is the sqn of Mr. and
Mrs. R.T. Howard of Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Morton; 3 boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowkcr; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Cody Adams.

not mention your hurt to your
children. They may have taught
their children better manners.
but somehow it didn't take. i It

I)EAR ABliY. I have an ttnikirrassing problem I leave very- sweaty
I have never mentiatied ica hurt
palms. It- is only when I am nerter
should 1. Where
vous. particularly in social situadoes the respansibility lar I his coin-- hillpill`t1S. I
tions I-do not se.Neat profusely trom
111011 conrtesy rest Their e hildren
The next time you see your -any
littler part. nor de I bate an
liave been old enen4.211 the 11;174 ICA% grandchildren. tell them that
ipih.11-it 4. body odor.- This pronlein
III1111161I.
yin' do not need a written or
01.I.:4awn
. inakcs shakmii.: hands %%Oh others
verbal acknowledgment of Our lii inam situations
a
Taday. I received_ the li-st .e111(- gifts - but they need to learn
lope addrt•ssril Ig, Mt. !Film Hi% I
the importance of expressing
I have
their appreciation for having dem r. but attempted to calm myself
s a high
that is not the pi-oblent. I
school graduation announcement!' been remembered. If you can
am iii it an oyerly !WV. % illis persem
Nem
successfully drive that message Itt.s e d vs tnn,t an ily iping
An y
home to them, you will have hand, till Tilt palItS. hat
IlEft
IN SI '1).1'1.S1).kl.F given them a gift rue ire- valuable III her
land last ingi than cash.
I DA I:Nis
DEAR GRANDFATHER: Do
1)EAlt SWEATY PALMS: I
rarely recommend a product.
but so many readers have written to praise Ifrysol, I feel compelled to do-so7lt is manufacBy GARY LARSON tured by Person-Covey Inc. in
Glendale. Calif. 912111. and a
doctor's prescription is required
to obtain it.
rt.1)11iiM. tIfl
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DEAR AliltY. The letter in your
about the kids %Alio wet
their pants in se-hiked -brought back
.
Nly son. Ste% en, went II) 11111-4•1-%
-Chilli! With Ell/a114.ih Ta tor': su iii'hi Michael. Wilding. IA hen we all
live,i1 in Palm tipr!ng,
*(furing the
Ellwatietir 'Fay
v.as married to .711ike Todd \like
loaf, I Ile bovs I.ui school and vieloy
sitting with them on one cut thi.s. lit
tie chairs.. and- he would tell th,ni
Those children !nine on
every veord and li-lened IIuli'iii It

7- 7
CALVIN and HOBBES
I FM THE WORLDS
'11:157
5).c.
ILLPIPLTEp, 11,
CitiU37:0NITIE

to-

HIS
OID CA124N
Rc3014 AS I ASKED HIM
.TO, 13R DID HE SPEND
ThE tii4011_ MORNING
PLAING WIN
A CARDSCACZD
BOX

_
Url 5157E71
ERROR
, I
)
e
CUES-DIA AN'
TR1 t-raPl'tse

913•4

so %A lien a puddle slarled Iii

Creep

:turns-. the floor. ,,like
the did-- dren got up and looked around flol .1
urang4•
idea,
ignored my suu.'s_vvet Iii ittom'
The driver who breiught nit soli
I ills slur% ti I•Xpialt)
hy
1.1.as brought home in .1

--

JANE It,)p
,
,INS'
IN

-

C.-ARNIE!. V.11.1.E1

CATHY
Vii COMPLAiNED THAT IRVING
NEVER OPENED -UP. AND NOW
MERE'S. A-MAN IN 014 KITCHEN
WHO'S SPENT THE EVENING
EN INSPECTING EVERv 8EAN...i REFLECTION OF THE TOASTER... EMOTING ME INTO A COMA .

61 Vii COMPLAINEDTHAT IRVINC;
FrI COMPLAINED THAT IRVINMADE COFFEE WITHOUT EVEN , NEVER CARED HOW HE LOOKED...
...AND NOW THERE'S A MAK) IN
MEASURING IT._ AND NOW
THERE'S A AIAN IN MY KITCH- orr KITCHEN PRIMPING IN THE

DATING IN THE 'q
All EXTREMES,
( NO MIDDLE MEN.

-

Dr Gott

_

"Ah, yes, Mr. Frischberg; I thought you'd
come ...but which of us is the real duck,
Mr. Frischberg, and not just an illusion?"

0

)U.

5218

B'.

Peter IL Gott_ VI.D.

lig ITT I've hero hat IIW
I /1.:Ait
chest pain tor a year and a halt m Inch
Vk .111
my dilutor has diagrilised as
1 .F.(i 1%.1`.. IMF f11.11
tllIl 011ie' .111 :

Crosswords
nove.s.__1
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
BP&TtliS 6M:112F-FPUIT,
WILL YOU?---Tilefie'SPt
SHIPMENT OF NifsIFINAS
TO PUT arr,FWD THE
61ES AIL NF
-F-17 Tcp
VEC
,
5PR'tD

COMIN FOR F1 SNACK,.Mit<E7
TI-PINKS I'M tsK3r

HUNGRy

18 In - Way
20 Temporary
shelter

amp

ky,

•

1 Switch
position
4 Wile of Zeus
8 Tableland
12 Everyone
13 War god
14 Dye plant
15 Beverage
16 Treat roughly

37 Weapon
38 Openwork
fabric
39 Promptly.
quickly
40 Exist
41 French
article
-42 Quote
44 Relieves
47 Slivers
51 Three- prefix

Answer to Previous Puzzle
OMOST
.0- B'Sill FINS .
.A.R.E'A
A.T tEIDEA
.
,
GA-LLON
WIA N •D• E • R.
•
•
-A L'L'OW
LEERS
ONLY
AR'S
Ow
S A,T E
RID
:G A
E AL

V.as a III:V.1111(1 14(11)(I lest

,IN

clicst

scan and ‘11tI let itly head Nly dor
Icor tell,me I should learn to lite unit
I lie' tii',i:uttiltill 1'- this appropriate
Ire:amen! tor Inv
("leo t‘;11;
vic
--vii-getratDili-tors use it +Alien
kr'
they can t hod any other cause tor
..11'1•111,ifl 11.10.1.
vlics1 pain
111'111'd approprialely into

CT

(innini. is

10 ail

enr. a

anti coitiv up 'it ill Ills tact that
tom
•- - .%
kOre heal;try--

0s+EA

ilitiprolen I ‘7 10.1/111 that it iii •
(1111.111 I rr114'%•••• I hi. 11.11TI fit 111...,t ;tali
21 Babylonian
rr.E , A L
-syndronwdeity
E s RASED
LA
SPA
I T'M
CP
S
22 Legal matter
eg1
DF..11{ DR
A I D EllY 1 PIIT E t A S
23 For fear that
ormaly•-is Since- there -Aas
included
27 Cushion
TOSS
EL A
ED,D A• nceult Wood in iity urine I anderm.ent
,,
56 Nerve
29 Mild
7-7
United
c1993
Feature
network
Syndicate
1 he result uas sporivr kidney
expletive
57 Opp of WNW
lt hat is ii'
30 Choir voice
angry
31 Silver symbol
I
ILF:ADER :sponge kidney ,
GARFIELD
DOWN
4 Cuts of meat
32 Recompense
10
almoorinality Dorm!,•1/1.!
Yellow
ocher
ongenital
c
Period
of
5
33
Possesses
I Solemn vow
11 Sudsy brew
NOT AT
IT'S JOST UGLY)
120 YOU THINK THIS TIE IS
time
VIA' _X rays, the kidneys shim rysite
34 Myself
2 Insect
17 Article
L
ENOUGH
TOO UGLY, GARFIELD?
6
Leased
struclures. described as a -liourprel of
ones
35 Takes
3 Became
19
Mother
7 Residue
part
earn:titans- appearance
suddenly
22 Beam
8 Cloaks
24
Sponge ludnev may lead to kultiev
garde
9 Goal
25 Indefinite
stones or mice-noir biali eit which are.
amount
!hey would be ordinarily.
treated
26 Allowance for
with diet Ill antibiotic*, respectively
1
2
3
4 5 6 7
8
io 11
9
waste
Thus. thus viindition is nol aliaz-aid to
27 Free ticket
12
13
health and needs no treatment per se
14
28 Exchange
The small amount cit bleeding that
premium
15
16
29 fAlueirdiforrn
17
itertirs Into the urine tnronsequen
liuI In tact. its precisely this kind of
30 Make into • ,aboormalit% that lea& to the unex
18
19
20
,Irneaptieherorente32 Writing .
21
22
23 24 25 26
iiii)iitmogtheekr.idnineeire
I
11=3EIMIENIMEMEIMPOIMMIMMIMPRIIMP.1serious renal disordors. such as
33 Tint
ii
27 28
29
36 Fulfill
I'M YOUR BROTHER
E ANY
DOI rOu
37 Athens. Itini7en
I ca.lopally. SU rgery may be
31
32
33
34
38 Lie close and required to remove
„REMEMBER ME?
IDENTIFICATION?
the spongy por
41 snug
Note
non ot -a kidney if a stone' blocks this
35
38
37
38
40 Essence
of scale section. hut such therapy is Mire
. •
iiii
41
43 At home
S
ell give you more information. I ant
44 Actual being "
39UUU
42 43
45 God of love sending you a tree copy of my Health
44
45 46
46 Location
Report - Kidney Dfsorders.- Other
47 Thal woman readers who would
51
like a vdpy should
48 Equality.
liUUUUU
send SI 23 plus a long, Self-addressed,
49 Haul with
53
64
slaMped envelope WI'(/' Box 2433.
effort
-.
52UUU
New York. NY 10163'Re sure to men
--SO Soak is flax
55
S6
57
non the title
52 Drag
53 High cards
54 Parcel of .
land
55 Units of
energy
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your store.for
super savings

Stem Noun:
p.m.
s.m.-9
S.
Mon.
• 10th Chestnut St. Sun. II Lm•-7:30 11.m.

1/4
PORK
LOIN

Go1den Ripe

Packed As Mixed Chops

BANANAS.'
Field Sliced (Bonus 3/4.29) 1B
oz. $1.59
Bologna
Reelfoot (Bonus 3/3.21)
$1.19

Field Boneless Center Cut

$3.99
Lb.
Mid Boneless - Fully Cooked Lb.$2.99
Kentuckian Ham

Pork Chops

Jumbo Franks

Boneless
Value Pack

Sweet
Georgia

RIBEYE
STEAK

Bryan (Bonus 3/4.83)
oz.
12
$1.79
Corn Dogs
Field Sliced (Bonus 3/4.83)

Is oz. $1.79

Bacon

Vine Ripe

TOMATOES

Whole Red Ripe

Fresh

Watermelons _

Broccoli

California

Bunch 99°

ICR

Flavors
CHIPS
POTATO
Oz. Bag
Toms Assorted
6

I/2 Gallon Carton

COKE PRODUCTS
2 Liter

a

CATSUP

C

Green Giant Nibblers
12 Ear Pack

Assorted Colors
3 Bar Pack

Corn On Cob

Dial Soap

--SUGAR
Bag0
4 Lb.6
$

'a

4

l'AK KAY

1-Prairie Farms Frozen

YOGURT

POTATOES
REG. OR CRINKLE CUT

Asstd. Flavors 1/2 Gal.

AND TATER TOTS

MARGAR1NF

Ajax

TOTINO S

PIZZAS
Box10 Oz.

%1ARC.ARINT

DISH LIQUID PARKAY 'OLEO
22 Oz. Bottle
Lb. Carton

99
SiSi,

Effective Dates:
1nly 7-13
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